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I.

Introduction

Crisis strikes companies every year. In 2012, more than 300 natural catastrophes and
man-made disasters claimed approximately 14,000 lives and caused approximately $186 billion
in economic losses.1 Natural catastrophes can cause crisis for an unprepared company, such as
when the 2011 earthquake and resulting typhoon struck the Fukushima nuclear reactor in Japan.
While hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, and other natural disasters can disrupt a company’s
business, it is the man-made disaster that is most likely to test a company’s crisis response plans.
Man-made disasters, including a cruise liner capsizing in Italy, an offshore drilling platform
burning in Nigeria, and a large refinery and various chemical plants exploding in Venezuela and
around the world, respectively, accounted for more than 5,000 deaths and $6 billion in losses in
2012.2 When added to the statistics from 2010 and 2011, man-made disasters have caused more
than 17,000 deaths and $15.6 billion in losses in the past three years.3
This paper seeks to assist a company with preparation for a crisis. The paper will first
examine the definition of a crisis. It will then explore what is required in a crisis through case
examples. With this information in place, the paper will conclude by providing advice and
recommendations for companies to prepare for a crisis.
II.

Identifying a Crisis

Webster’s defines a crisis as “an unstable or crucial time or state of affairs in which a
decisive change is impending; especially: one with the distinct possibility of a highly undesirable
outcome.”4 Crisis experts and consultants have identified characteristics of a corporate crisis,
including the following:
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Element of surprise;
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available
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Id. at pp. 3, 5.
Natural Catastrophes and Man-Made Disasters in 2011: Historic Losses Surface from
Record Earthquakes and Floods, Swiss Re, No. 2/2012, available at
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available
at
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pp. 3, 5.
Merriam-Webster, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/crisis (last visited July
15, 2015).
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Insufficient information;
Quick pace of events, short times to act, and pressures to make quick decisions;
Loss of control;
Panic and/or confusion;
Ambiguity and uncertainty;
Loss of critical functions;
Escalating stakeholder demands;
Intense scrutiny from outsiders and/or from insiders; and
Beginning of the siege mentality and developments in which inaction produces
undesirable consequences.5

For the purposes of this paper, we define a crisis as an unexpected event that threatens the
company image and finances through media attention, public awareness, and possible litigation.
III.

Responding to a Crisis

It is not difficult to find examples of companies, organizations, and individuals that have
encountered crisis. Looking just at the last few years, high-profile crises have received extensive
coverage in the media. Some of these crises include the following:
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Penn State. In November 2011, former coach Jerry Sandusky was charged with
more than 40 criminal counts relating to alleged child molestation and abuse. A
jury later convicted Sandusky on 45 counts. Penn State’s president and legendary
football coach were fired for failing to investigate the inappropriate activity at
earlier times. As of March 2013, the scandal has cost Penn State more than $40
million, with another $48 million left to pay in sanctions to the NCAA.6



Susan G. Komen. In January 2012, the Susan G. Komen for the Cure foundation
decided to eliminate grants to Planned Parenthood. In response to criticism, the

Managing Rapidly Developing Crises: Real-Time Prevention of Failures, Deepwater
Horizon
Study
Group
Working
Paper,
Jan.
2011,
available
at
http://ccrm.berkeley.edu/pdfs_papers/DHSGWorkingPapersFeb162011/ManagingRapidlyDevelopingCrisesReal-TimePrevention-of-Failures-BB_DHSGJan2011.pdf (last visited July 15, 2013), at p. 2; How to Manage a Crisis Like a Boss, PR
for
Biz
Leaders
Blog,
available
at
http://blogs.rhsmith.umd.edu/prmba/uncategorized/how-to-manage-a-crisis-like-a-boss/
(last visited July 15, 2013); What is a Corporate Crisis, Oglivy Public Relations,
available at http://www.ogilvypr.com/files/corporate-crisis.pdf (last visited July 15,
2013).
Penn State Scandal Timeline, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, last updated July 12, 2012,
available at http://blogs.post-gazette.com/scandal/timeline.php (last visited July 16,
2013); Sandusky Scandal Has Cost Penn State $41 Million, USA Today, Mar. 12, 2013,
available
at
http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/college/2013/03/12/penn-statesandusky-scandal-cost-41-million/1981481/ (last visited July 16, 2013).
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Chick-fil-A. In July 2012, Chick-fil-A’s president was quoted expressing his
views on same-sex marriage. Gay and lesbian groups protested and boycotted the
restaurant. Some city mayors promised to oppose future building proposals in
their cities. Supporters of Chick-fil-A organized a “Chick-Fil-A Appreciation
Day.” Despite the controversy, Chick-fil-A’s sales grew during the quarter in
which the controversy raged.8



Paulsboro. In November 2012, a train derailed over a creek in Paulsboro, New
Jersey and released vinyl chloride. Lawsuits have been field by area residents and
first responders.9



Cruise. In February 2013, a Carnival cruise ship was stranded at sea for five days.
The incident came just about a year after a cruise ship sank in Italy. Passengers
on the February 2013 cruise were offered $500 for their troubles, which included
spending days without working toilets. The cruise was referred to as the “Poop
Cruise” or the “Cruise from Hell.” Carnival subsequently lowered its earnings
forecast for the year.10



Rutgers. In April 2013, ESPN aired video showing the Rutgers basketball coach
verbally and physically abusing players. Rutgers’ athletic director resigned after
it became known that he had seen the video but only issued a short suspension
and fine to the coach. In addition to the athletic director, the scandal claimed the
jobs of the coach, an assistant coach, and Rutgers’ general counsel.11

Komen Foundation Works to Regain Support After Planned Parenthood Controversy,
New
York
Times,
Nov.
8,
2012,
available
at
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/09/giving/komen-foundation-works-to-regain-supportafter-planned-parenthood-controversy.html?pagewanted=all (last visited July 16, 2013).
Fast-Food Company Deals with Firestorm, Atlanta Journal-Constitution, July 26, 2012,
available
at
http://www.ajc.com/news/business/fast-food-company-deals-withfirestorm/nQXXz/ (last visited July 16, 2013); Chick-fil-A Thrives Despit Gay Rights
Issue,
USA
Today,
Oct.
24,
2012,
available
at
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2012/10/24/chick-fil-a-thrives-despitecontroversey/1654719/ (last visited July 16, 2013).
First Responders Sue in Paulsboro Derailment, Philadelphia Inquirer, May 16, 2013,
available
at
http://articles.philly.com/2013-05-16/news/39284282_1_paulsboroderailment-conrail-vinyl-chloride (last visited July 16, 2013).
Travelers Still Avoiding Carnival After ‘Poop Cruise’, Time, May 28, 2013, available at
http://business.time.com/2013/05/28/travelers-still-avoiding-carnival-after-poop-cruise/
(last visited July 16, 2013); Is $500 Enough for Enduring the Cruise from Hell?, Time,
Feb. 19, 2013, available at http://business.time.com/2013/02/19/is-500-enough-forenduring-the-cruise-from-hell/ (last visited July 16, 2013).
Tim Pernetti Resigns as Rutgers Athletic Director in Wake of Basketball Scandal,
Newark
Star-Ledger,
Apr.
5,
2013,
available
at
(last
http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2013/04/tim_pernetti_out_as_rutgers_at.html
visited July 16, 2013).
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West. In April 2013, a fertilizer plant in West, Texas exploded. The explosion
killed 15 people and caused up to $100 million in property damage. The City of
West has sued the owner and supplier of the fertilizer plant.12



Paula Deen. In June 2013, excerpts from Paula Deen’s deposition emerged that
included admission of using racial slurs. Deen at first attempted to explain usage
of the slur but later posted an apology to YouTube. The Food Network decided
not to renew Deen’s contract, and several major retailers ended their partnership
with Deen.13



WTC. On September 11, 2001, terrorists attacked lower Manhattan, crippling
Verizon’s central office facilities at 140 West Street that supplied
telecommunications to the New York Stock Exchange. The Verizon team
responded, restoring critical telecommunications links in time for the NYSE to
open the following Monday morning.14

In each of these crises, an expected event or revelation embroiled a company, institution, or
individual. In many of these instances, self-inflicted wounds created or broadened the crisis.
The following section details how these companies – and yours – can prepare for a crisis in the
future.
IV.

Preparing for a Crisis

We have collected suggested issues to consider and steps to take in order to best prepare
for a crisis. With careful planning, a company can quickly and effectively respond to a crisis.
A. Prepare the Internal Response
1.

Analyze Your Business and Operations

The starting point to prepare for a crisis is to identify potential crises. According to a
2011 survey of business decision makers, companies experienced crisis in the form of:
12

13

14

City of West Sues Owner, Supplier of Fertilizer Plant that Exploded, Dallas Morning
News, June 21, 2013, available at http://www.dallasnews.com/news/westexplosion/headlines/20130621-city-of-west-sues-owner-supplier-of-fertilizer-plant-thatexploded.ece (last visited July 16, 2013).
Paula Deen Scandal timeline: Everything We Know About Her Career-Threatening NWord
Controversy,
EOnline,
June
27,
2013,
available
at
http://www.eonline.com/news/434299/paula-deen-scandal-timeline-everything-we-knowabout-her-career-threatening-n-word-controversy (last visited July 16, 2013); After Fall
From Grace, Can Paula Deen Recover?, USA Today, June 30, 2013, available at
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2013/06/30/paula-deenscandal/2474447/ (last visited July 16, 2013).
Communication
in
a
Time
of
Tragedy,
Ability,
available
at
http://abilitymagazine.com/nichols_verizon.html (last visited July 22, 2013).
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controversial company developments (e.g., layoffs) (31%); logistic difficulties (e.g., problems
with transport/delivery) (20%); danger to product safety (e.g., defective or contaminated parts)
(19%); technical accidents (e.g., natural disaster or explosion) (18%); online or digital security
failure (16%); critical or negative new media campaigns (e.g., criticism over social media)
(16%); intense political scrutiny of the company (12%); intense regulatory scrutiny of the
company (10%); and criminal actions (e.g., bomb attack or fire) (9%).15
The risks faced by each company are different. For example, manufacturers should
evaluate their operations, distribution systems, and products. Technology companies should
evaluate their systems, servers, and software.
Each company should conduct an audit of its business or facility to identify potential
issues that may result in a crisis. The audit should identify potential issues; develop a plan to
quickly correct and address each issue; determine what crisis management plans, if any, exist;
and determine who should be involved in preparing or updating the company’s crisis
management plans.
Some states provide a privilege for certain types of audits, such as the environmental
audit privilege16 or the self-evaluative privilege.17 As long as the statutory requirements are met
and the privilege is not waived, these privileges can prevent an internal audit from admissibility
at trial or even discovery in litigation.
2.

Develop a Response Plan

According to a survey of business decision makers, only half of companies have a crisis
response plan in place.18 Almost half of those with a plan believed there were some gaps in the
plan.19 Of those without a plan, 33% reported it would rarely be needed, 18% indicated it would
be too difficult to manage, and 14% believed it was not a high enough priority.20
Each company should develop a plan that describes the actions the company intends to
take in the event of a crisis. This plan should include the following information:
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Establishment of a command center and alternate operating location;
Description of chain of command and scope of authority for each individual in
the chain;
Employee contact information;

2011 Crisis Preparedness Study, Burson Marsteller, at 7, available at http://www.bursonmarsteller.com/Innovation_and_insights/blogs_and_podcasts/BM_Blog/Documents/BM%20and%20PSB%20Crisis%20Preparedness%20Study%202011.pdf (last visited July
19, 2013).
See, e.g., MICH. COMP. LAWS § 324.14802; OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3745.71; S.C. CODE
ANN. § 48-57-30.
See, e.g., 215 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/155.35; KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-3351; N.J. STAT. ANN. §
17:23C-1.
2011 Crisis Preparedness Study, supra note 15, at 14.
Id. at 17.
Id. at 16.
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Employee contact plan;
Control of response actions;
Evacuation plans and notification instructions;
Response contractor contact information;
Release prevention and reporting requirements; and
Agency contact information.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”) recommends that companies
consider and prepare four different plans.
1. Emergency response plan. This includes information and actions relating to
evacuation, sheltering, medical and fire emergencies, and foreseeable natural hazards
(e.g., geological, meterological, biological, or technological) and man-made events
(e.g., accidental spill or intentional crime).21
2. Crisis Communications Plan. This includes information and actions relating to
planned outreach to customers, suppliers, management, government officials and
regulators, employees, victims, community members, and the press.22
Communication will be discussed in more detail in Section IV.B, supra.
3. Business Continuity Plan. This includes business impact analysis and identification
and recovery planning and actions for critical business functions.23
4. IT Disaster Recovery Plan. This includes recovery strategies and actions for systems,
applications, and data, and may be in the form of internal recovery strategies and/or
vendor-supported recovery strategies.24
These plans can be prepared separately or as part of the same planning document. The value is
found in the information and thought placed into the planned response, and not in the title or
formatting of the document.
21
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Emergency
Response
Plan,
FEMA,
available
at
http://www.ready.gov/business/implementation/emergency (last visited July 19, 2013);
see also Emergency Response Plan worksheet, FEMA, available at
http://www.ready.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/EmergencyResponsePlan.pdf
(last visited July 19, 2013).
Crisis
Communications
Plan,
FEMA,
available
at
http://www.ready.gov/business/implementation/crisis (last visited July 19, 2013).
Business
Continuity
Plan,
FEMA,
available
at
http://www.ready.gov/business/implementation/continuity (last visited July 19, 2013);
see also Business Impact Analysis Worksheet, FEMA, available at
http://www.ready.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/BusinessImpactAnalysis_Works
heet.pdf (last visited July 19, 2013); Business Continuity Resource Requirements
Worksheet,
FEMA,
available
at
http://www.ready.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/ContinuityResource_Worksheet
_0.pdf (last visited July 19, 2013).
IT
Disaster
Recovery
Plan,
FEMA,
available
at
http://www.ready.gov/business/implementation/IT (last visited July 19, 2013).
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3.

Assemble a Response Team

As part of the internal audit and plan development process, a company should identify
who to turn to in the event of a crisis. These individuals should be brought into the planning
process so that they fully understand their responsibilities. They may also have ideas and input
that can improve the response plan.
4.

Conduct Training and Practice Drills

Once the response team has been assembled, team members should be tasked with
educating their co-workers and subordinates on the crisis response plan for their department or
group. Following the training, the company should consider department/group practice drills.
Depending on the level of crisis risk, the company may want to consider periodically
implementing a company-wide drill.
Practice drills will allow the company to identify any flaws or gaps in the crisis response
plan. The plan should be adjusted after each training exercise to incorporate observations and
lessons learned from the exercise. Each exercise also will allow the employees to become
familiar with their roles and hopefully reduce response time if a crisis occurs.
5.

Reach Out to the Community

With the crisis response plan drafted, the response team in place, and the employees
trained, the company should involve the community. A company should consider discussing its
crisis planning and strategies with nearby businesses and residents that may be affected by a
crisis.
A company could involve respected community leaders in advisory committees to teach
them about the company’s history, operations, and goals. The company also can prepare these
leaders to represent the company to the community in the event of a crisis. Some companies will
be concerned about the implications of exposing sensitive information or plans. However, if a
crisis strikes, the company that has earned the trust of community leaders will be rewarded if
those leaders vouch for the company.
6.

Prepare Initial Investigation Plans

A company should begin to plan how it would conduct an investigation into a crisis. The
company can identify which in-house attorneys would be involved, which outside counsel would
be retained, which executives will be kept informed, and similar information. Making these
decisions before a crisis will allow for a more rapid response if a crisis occurs.

7
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As discussed in Section IV.C, supra, internal investigations raise confidentiality and
privilege issues that may depend on content25 or on purpose.26 These issues should be carefully
considered in advance of a crisis.
7.

Collect Documentation

A company should gather documents that will be needed in a crisis. For example, a
company may want to collect its insurance policies, warranty information for important
equipment, and pictures of valuable property. These documents may not be needed immediately
in a crisis, but knowing their location can save headache later. A company also should plan to
keep records of discovery expenditures both for insurance purposes and for potential recovery
from government funds.
B. Prepare the External Response
1.

Traditional media

More than 22 million people watch the nightly news on ABC, CBS, or NBC, with
another 12 million tuning in to watch a morning news program like Good Morning America or
Today.27 Almost five million people subscribe to either Time or Newsweek.28 Approximately
49 million Americans subscribe to a Sunday newspaper, with 44 million receiving a newspaper
every day.29
Although traditional media is no longer the force it once was, it still can focus public
attention on issues or events. A company should be prepared to respond to media inquiries. To
sufficiently prepare, a company should consider taking the following steps.


25
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Identify the spokesperson. The company should decide in advance who will
speak for it in a crisis. With few exceptions, this person should remain the
spokesperson throughout the crisis to provide a consistent voice to the public. If
the CEO will be the spokesperson, then the CEO always should be reachable
within hours. If a lawyer will speak for the company, the lawyer should
remember Model Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 3.6(a), which prohibits
public statements that “will have a substantial likelihood of materially
prejudicing” a court proceeding.30 However, there is an exception that allows

See Lewis v. Wells Fargo & Co., 266 F.R.D. 433 (N.D. Ca. 2010).
See Willnerd v. Sybase, Inc., 2010 WL 4391270, at *3-4 (D. Idaho Dec. 22, 2010).
The State of the News Media, Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in
Journalism,
2013,
at
10,
available
at
http://stateofthemedia.org/files/2013/05/2013_sotm_lowrez1.pdf (last visited July 20,
2013).
Id.
Newspapers: By the Numbers, Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in
Journalism, 2013, available at http://stateofthemedia.org/2013/newspapers-stabilizingbut-still-threatened/newspapers-by-the-numbers/ (last visited July 20, 2013).
Model Rule of Professional Conduct 3.6(a) provides:
8

statements that protect a client from “substantial undue prejudice of recent
publicity.”31 A company must realize that attorneys for potential plaintiffs may
use the media to gain an advantage against the company for any future litigation. 32

31
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Determine who will prepare and approve statements. The chain of command
should be defined so it is clear who needs to be involved in the public response.
Understanding this structure will allow for a quicker response because time will
not be spent determining who needs to sign off before a public statement is made.



Train the spokesperson. The spokesperson should have deep knowledge of the
company’s history and operations. This person also should have experience and
training on how to deal with the media. The company may want to consider
exercises or mock interviews to allow the spokesperson to practice representing
the company.



Prepare draft statements for most likely crises. Based on the crisis risks identified
by the internal audit and crisis response plan, the company can prepare media
statements for possible disasters. The company should remember that during a
crisis, if the company is not providing clear information, media speculation,
disgruntled employees, or competitors may “fill the void” and may cause the
company to lose control over the story.33

A lawyer who is participating or has participated in the investigation or
litigation of a matter shall not make an extrajudicial statement that the
lawyer knows or reasonably should know will be disseminated by means
of public communication and will have a substantial likelihood of
materially prejudicing an adjudicative proceeding in the matter.
See Look before You Leap, Ethical Considerations for Corporate or Outside
Counsel Speaking to the Media Regarding a Corporate Crisis, Cindy Williams
and Jack Riley Jr., FDCC, available at http://www.thefederation.org/documents/8When%2060%20minutes%20calls-Williams&Riley.pdf (last visited July 22,
2013).
Model Rule of Professional Conduct 3.6(c) provides:
Notwithstanding paragraph (a), a lawyer may make a statement that a
reasonable lawyer would believe is required to protect a client from the
substantial undue prejudicial effect of recent publicity not initiated by the
lawyer or the lawyer's client. A statement made pursuant to this paragraph
shall be limited to such information as is necessary to mitigate the recent
adverse publicity.
See, e.g., Steven B. Hantler, Victor E. Schwartz & Phil S. Goldberg, Extending the
Privilege to Litigation Communications Specialists in the Age of Trial by Media, 13:1 J.
Comm. L. & Pol’y 7 (2004).
Infusing Public Relations into Crisis Management, Russ Williams, Jan. 29, 2013,
available at http://tagthink.com/infusing-public-relations-into-crisis-management.html
(last visited July 22, 2013).
9

2.

Social media

Social media can spread news and opinion related to a crisis in minutes. In March 2013,
Twitter logged 400 million tweets every day.34 Facebook reported 665 million unique users
visited every day during first quarter 2013, with 1.1 billion unique user visits every month.35
Approximately one out of five people get their news from social media,36 including one out of
every three adults under 40.37
With so many people using social media on a daily basis, and an increasing number
relying on social media to receive their news, it is more important than ever for a company to be
prepared to use social media during a crisis. To best use social media, a company should
consider taking the following action.


Create a social media presence. By having a presence on Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, and other social media networks, a company can gain followers with
whom the company can communicate with in a crisis. A company also can build
a relationship with these users, which will allow the company’s crisis response
message to be better received.



Monitor social media. Watching discussions and trends on social media networks
can alert a company to a crisis that is developing. Identifying the crisis at an early
stage provides the company with the opportunity to diffuse the crisis before it
spins out of control.



Respond in social media. A company should respond to crises, especially crises
driven by social media, in the social media space. The company also should use
the same social media platform in which the crisis is receiving attention to
directly respond to the crisis. Responding in social media also allows the
company to field comments in a medium in which it can monitor, control, and
respond.
3.

Customer communication

The company should prepare a plan for communicating with customers in a crisis. This
plan should include outreach to both affected and non-affected customers. For example, if data
34

35
36

37
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Twitter Turns 7: Users Send Over 400 Million Tweets Per Day, Washington Post, Mar.
21,
2013,
available
at
http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-0321/business/37889387_1_tweets-jack-dorsey-twitter (last visited July 15, 2013).
Facebook Reports First Quarter 2013 Results, Facebook, May 1, 2013, available at
http://investor.fb.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=761090 (last visited July 15, 2013).
Digital: By the Numbers, Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism,
2013, available at http://stateofthemedia.org/2013/digital-as-mobile-grows-rapidly-thepressures-on-news-intensify/digital-by-the-numbers/ (last visited July 20, 2013).
Id.; One-Third of Adults under 30 Get News on Social Networks Now, Poynter, Sept. 27,
2012, available at http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/mediawire/189776/one-third-ofadults-under-30-get-news-on-social-networks-now/ (last visited July 20, 2013).
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security is breached, customers whose data was compromised will want to know. However,
customers whose data was not compromised also will want to know.
C. Prepare the Legal Response
Disasters often spark legal responses aimed at remedying the tragedy or preventing future
disasters. Companies must be cognizant of the laws so they may comply with them and utilize
legal protections to prevent unwarranted liability.
1.

Comply with Existing Laws

Companies should be prepared to abide by the laws that are already in place when a
disaster strikes. There may be reporting or right-to-know requirements that will vary depending
on the industry and the disaster. For example, the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration requires facilities that store or use hazardous chemicals in the work place to
maintain material safety data sheets (MSDSs) and report the numbers they record to their state
and local emergency planning agencies and local fire departments.38 A company should research
the laws applicable to it and be prepared to take measures to comply with these laws.
2.

Maintain Legal Privileges

Companies should familiarize themselves with the attorney-client privilege and work
product privilege to maintain the protections afforded to confidential records. This is especially
true if litigation has commenced in response to the disaster, but it also applies before litigation
has formally begun through the filing of a lawsuit. Thus, companies should take immediate
precaution with confidential materials.
Attorney-client privilege provides protection for communications made in confidence by
a corporation and its employees to an attorney in the attorney’s capacity as an attorney for
purposes of obtaining legal advice.39 When the facts of a given situation support those
stipulations, courts protect attorney-client privilege.40 Attorney-client privilege applies where inhouse counsel investigates for the purpose of providing legal advice.41 The attorney-client
privilege may not apply when in-house counsel is investigating to provide business advice.42 A
company also should be aware of the unsettled issue of whether the attorney-client privilege
extends to communications with consultants for litigation purposes.43
38
39
40
41
42
43
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EMERGENCY PLANNING AND COMMUNITY RIGHT-TO-KNOW ACT § 311–12.
Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383 (1981).
Sandra T.E. v. South Berwyn Sch. Dist. 100, 600 F.3d 612 (7th Cir. 2009).
Malin v. Hospira, Inc., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 98586 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 21, 2010).
Lindley v. Life Investors Ins. Co. of Am., 267 F.R.D. 382 (N.D. Okla. 2010).
See In re Grand Jury, 265 F. Supp.2d 321 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (applying the attorney-client
privilege to attorney communications to litigation communication experts because
“attorney efforts to influence public opinion in order to advance the client’s legal
position” are within the scope of legal services); In re N.Y. Renu with Moistureloc Prod.
Liab. Litig., 2008 WL 2338552 (D.S.C. 2008) (acknowledging that a lawyer’s role can
include media activities, but cautioning that “a media campaign is not a legal strategy”);
Haugh v. Schroder Inv. Mgmt N. Amer. Inc., 2003 WL 21998674 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)
11

The work-product doctrine protects from discovery materials prepared by or for a party
(including that party’s attorney) in anticipation of litigation or for trial.44 If the party to which
the materials belong does not waive its privilege by sharing the confidential information, the
opposing party may only gain access to these materials if the record falls under another,
discoverable category in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or by showing that the requesting
party has “substantial need for the materials to prepare its case and cannot, without undue
hardship, obtain their substantial equivalent by other means.”45 However, even if work-product
becomes discoverable through one of these three methods (waiver, other provisions in the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, substantial need and undue hardship), courts “must protect
against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of a party’s
attorney or other representative concerning the litigation.”46 Thus, it is crucial that a company’s
records management systems be set up to secure privileged records and that company employees
know what information is privileged and the importance of protecting that privilege so as to not
waive those protections.
In this technological era, a discussion regarding privileged information is incomplete
without reference to social media management. As companies decide what information to share
on social media sites in the wake of a disaster, they should proceed cautiously as to not post
confidential information. Employees should be trained and warned as to what information they
may or should not publish using their personal social media accounts.
3.

Monitor Legislative and Regulatory Changes

In addition to actions a company should take itself, each company should be prepared for
measures the legislature or government agencies may take in response to a crisis. Congress may
enact legislation, or governmental agencies may pass regulations, to prevent or mitigate similar
disasters in the future. This new legal authority could impact companies within the targeted
industry. For example, after the recent Asiana crash in San Francisco and a commuter plane
crash in New York that killed 49 passengers in 2009, lawmakers pushed to increase pilot training
standards. The Federal Aviation Administration responded by drafting new rules with stricter
standards on pilot fatigue, crew member training, safety management and flight simulation
training. Democratic Senator Charles Schumer and others are pushing the FAA to globalize its
rules by enforcing them whenever American passengers are involved. This would have
implications for not only U.S. airlines, but airlines internationally.47

44
45
46
47
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(“Some attorneys may feel it is desirable at times to conduct a media campaign, but that
decision does not transform their coordination of a campaign into legal advice.”); Calvin
Klein v. Wachner, 198 F.R.D. 53 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (“the possibility that communications
between [the PR firm] and [outside counsel] may help the latter to formulate legal advice
is not in itself sufficient to implicate the privilege”).
FED. R. CIV. P. § 26(b)(3)(A).
FED. R. CIV. P. § 26(b)(3)(A)(ii).
FED. R. CIV. P. § 26(b)(3)(B).
Michael Bowman, New Global Aviation Standards Urged After Recent Airliner
Disasters, Voice of America, July 10, 2013.
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V.

Conclusion

No company wants to experience a crisis. However, every company should be prepared
to respond to a crisis. A 2011 survey of business decision makers found that companies with a
crisis response plan recovered faster and responded more effectively than companies without a
plan.48 A company should consider and address the issues raised in this article so that it can be
as prepared as possible for whatever crisis it may one day face.

48
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2011 Crisis Preparedness Study, supra note 15, at 24-25.
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We Have Met the Enemy, and They Are Us:
Internally Created Crisis

Federation of Defense and Corporate Counsel
Corporate Counsel Symposium
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The role of General Counsel in a corporation has evolved during the past
fifty years.

Before World War II, “General Counsel” were typically trusted

advisors in local or evolving national law firms. The law firm often had an
historical link to the corporation: a local lawyer started the corporate relationship
by drafting the articles of incorporation or the initial shareholder agreements. The
firm grew with its client. Over time, the firm’s interests and those of its client
went hand in hand. The history of US-based law firms is intertwined with the
nation’s corporate history.
General Counsel are now corporate officers, often holding responsibilities
as Secretary, Vice President, and serving on the Board of Directors or key
management committees. While esteemed, the position has not come without
pitfalls for some holding the title.
One of the most publicly known General Counsel in recent memory is Penn
State University General Counsel Cynthia Baldwin.

A respected jurist, Ms.

Baldwin’s decisions have come under strict scrutiny in conjunction with the Jerry
Sandusky scandal. History and scholars will long debate Ms. Baldwin’s role
during the time which preceded the downfall of so many in the organization she
represented. No matter the verdict of history, or upcoming juries, General Counsel
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and outside counsel should consider some of the lessons of the Baldwin era at Penn
State.
What Others Have Said
“In reporting to the Trustees, I was guided by and
followed all instructions from the University’s General
Counsel. She told me very little about how she was
handling the Grand Jury investigation. She never told me
anything about the content of the interviews with
athletic department staff or the Curley and Schultz Grand
Jury testimony or the interview of Curley and Schultz by
the Attorney General when she was present. She did tell
me on at least three occasions, however, that this was the
third or fourth Grand Jury on this matter, that there
appeared to be no issue for the University, and that the
Attorney General did not seem to have any evidence to
suggest that something happened involving Penn State.
She had, she said, spoken several times to Attorney
General staff. I was never told by her of any materials
being subpoenaed from the University, or even that I had
been subpoenaed to testify. She told me I was going
3

voluntarily, as I had previously agreed to do, and she
accompanied me before the judge and in the Grand
Jury room and sat through my testimony. I had no
preparation or understanding of the context. As I was
being sworn in for my Grand Jury appearance, much to
my surprise she handed over to the judge a thumb drive
containing my entire history of emails back to 2004.”
- Graham Spanier, former Penn State President
“If Cynthia Baldwin is to blame for anything, it’s that she
should not have accepted the Penn State general counsel
job as the job description had been written. A general
counsel needs to have the power to render final judgment
on all legal matters impacting an organization, including
when and how to use outside counsel. You can share dayto-day legal operations with sales departments, CFO’s,
etc. But at the end of the day one person has to own legal
decision making authority. We can’t know the full impact
that marginalizing the Penn State GC position had on
how Baldwin was perceived within Penn State and how
that perception factored into Baldwin’s difficulties. The
4

lack of clarity about who the attorney representing Penn
State during the investigation was certainly hindered
Baldwin.”
- Eric Esperne, Counsel for Dell Services
“The 23-page grand jury report laying out the state's charges against
the Penn State trio notes that the university's former outside general
counsel, Wendell Courtney of State College–based McQuaide Blasko,
served as an attorney for Second Mile. According to the grand jury
report, Courtney reviewed a 1998 report prepared by Penn State
police that detailed inappropriate interactions between Sandusky and
an underage boy. The incident never led to any formal charges.”
http://www.americanlawyer.com/PubArticleTAL.jsp?id=1202532045314&Legal_
Fallout_From_Penn_State_Scandal_Keeps_Spreading#ixzz2cVhh4Ete
Broad Role of the General Counsel
General Counsel should have a clear mandate and authority from the Board
of Directors and the CEO to promote integrity and compliance with the law. A
Board should articulate its expectations of the General Counsel, and should ensure
that the GCs role includes notifying decision-makers about issues relating to
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potential violations of law and potential damage to the entity, as well as serving as
a legal counselor.
The GC also should have a commitment to a relationship with and access to
the chairman of the Board and, if there is one, the designated lead independent
director. The GC should also have direct access to senior executives responsible
for compliance, governance or ethics issues, and any internal investigators or
inspectors general.
GCs should meet regularly and in executive session with independent
directors or a committee of independent directors. These meetings would help
build trust with the independent directors and facilitate future discussions. See
ABA Task Force Report, 59 Bus. Law. at 164-65; Breeden Report n.122 above, at
144 (recommending General Counsel meet at least annually with the full Board,
independently of any officer or employee).
General Counsel must regularly attend meetings of the full Board and key
Committees. This assists in proactive discussions involving legal or ethical
concerns are appropriately raised and discussed in these meetings.
The selection, tenure and compensation of the General Counsel, including
any decision to discharge him, should be approved by the Board or a committee
composed of independent directors.
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Experience
The GC must be seen as an influential and respected officer of the
corporation. The GC must have an image of independence, leadership, judgment
and discretion. In hiring a GC, corporate management should consider an
experienced lawyer with independence and disassociation. Such a person would be
better positioned to assume an independent leadership role within the corporation.
That personality type will provide the best platform for truly independent advice.
Access and Command
General Counsel should report to one of the highest ranking company
executives. Typically, this will be the CEO or the officer carrying out the day-today duties of the CEO.
Major corporations often assign in-house lawyers to subsidiaries or to
business units. These assistant or associate counsel often have a direct reporting
relationship to a relevant business manager. However, there is still a need for
oversight by a strong General Counsel. The in-house lawyers for each business unit
should have a clear reporting relationship to the General Counsel, who should have
a significant voice in their hiring, firing and compensation. General Counsel
should clearly direct the other in-house lawyers and managers on:
 approach and elevation of appropriate issues;
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 reporting if the other lawyers are inappropriately threatened with
discharge or other adverse action in response to rendering sound and
forthright advice;
 support so that the in-house staff lawyers can effectively offer advice
Internal legal departments work best when they promote a culture of
collaboration and consultation. This encourages communication and cooperation.
In-house lawyers must also be able to recognize where they need outside
counsel to make an informed judgment. Government regulators have been reported
to be less likely to bring actions against General Counsel who hired outside
counsel for independent advice on difficult or specialized issues.
Use of Oustside Counsel
The General Counsel should have ultimate authority over the selection of the
outside counsel. In communicating the corporation’s expectations to external
lawyers, the General Counsel should make clear that the corporation is the external
lawyer’s client. GC must communicate in the retention documents that external
lawyers are aware that they must alert relevant internal legal staff of any significant
concerns, including, but not limited to, those involving potential violations of the
law or ethical rules.
External law firms in certain disciplines may be provided with a copy of the
corporation’s Code of Conduct and its policy on reporting and communicating
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concerns through the chain of command. The General Counsel should consider
meeting regularly, at least once a year or even more often, with any outside firm
performing substantial ongoing work for the company. As in the role of the leader
of the in-house counsel team, the GC should also provide a route of
communication and dedicated open door for those firms playing a significant role
in the company’s interests.
Additional Resources:
Deborah A. DeMott, The Discrete Roles of General Counsel, 74 Fordham L.
Rev. 955 (2005). Available at: http://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/flr/vol74/iss3/2
http://www.law.illinois.edu/bljournal/post/2010/04/07/THE-MODERNROLE-OF-THE-GENERAL-COUNSEL-AS-CORPORATE-LAWYERBUSINESS-EXECUTIVE.aspx
Sarah Duggin, The Pivotal Role Of The General Counsel In Promoting
Corporate Integrity And Professional Responsibility, Saint Louis University Law
Journal, Vol. 51:989 (2007)
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Introduction

evident among businesses in heavily
regulated industries or whose key
assets are intellectual property. These
companies feel the need to bring into
the fold talented lawyers who can
manage the company’s legal affairs
and contribute positively to the
operation and growth of the business.

It seems the hustle and bustle
of the business world have long
tempted lawyers to move from private
practice into the direct employ of
companies in need of their talents.
While such moves were never a rarity,
the rate at which lawyers have left law
firms to take in-house positions has
increased markedly over recent
decades.
This trend has been
amplified by both law firm economics
(and related instability) and business
pressure to control costs by reducing
outside legal spend.

The question we confront is
not whether the trend will continue.
There is little question business will
continue to draw significantly into its
ranks from law firms. Rather, the
question we face is how to help each
lawyer
become
an
engaged,
productive and supportive member of
the company. While there may be as
many answers to this question as
there are lawyers who make such a
move, we can identify a range of skills,
aptitudes and conditions that tend to
help lawyers transition into roles that
enhance their value to the business.

There is every reason to expect
this trend will continue.
The
increasingly
evident
mismatch
between the legal needs of businesses
and the economic and operational
structure of law firms, alone, would
extend this trend. We also see that
businesses in industries where legal
functions are more central to the
business will continue to expand inhouse capabilities and reduce reliance
on law firms. This is particularly
___________________________________

Carlos Del Carpio is a partner in the Chicago law firm of Meckler Bulger Tilson Marick & Pearson
LLP, where he concentrates on resolution of insurance coverage and extra-contractual disputes.
Prior to returning to private practice in 2009, for over a decade he served as Director, Claims
Strategic at RiverStone Claims Management LLC. He holds a J.D. from Northwestern University
School of Law and an M.B.A from Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management.
*
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undermine an in-house lawyer’s
credibility more than the perception
that the lawyer simply does not
understand the process or his/her
role in that process (and, therefore,
cannot meaningfully contribute).

Knowing the Business
Rarely does a lawyer who has
transitioned to an in-house role fail to
mention “knowing the business” as
key to a successful transition. This is
hardly surprising. After all, few pieces
of information can be more valuable
to a lawyer (whether outside or
inside)
than
an
effective
understanding of the client’s or
employer’s business. However, not all
aspects of the business are created
equal. It is far more important to
understand certain aspects of the
business than others. It is particularly
valuable to develop an understanding
of those aspects of the business that
enable the lawyer to effectively
prioritize his/her time.

People:
Also
key
to
understanding the business is
appreciating and understanding the
company’s people. In large law firms,
particularly in a lawyer’s early years,
contact with folks outside of the firm
(even outside of one’s practice group)
is often limited. Client contact can be
a rarity. However, among those with
whom the lawyer in private practice
deals most frequently the hierarchy,
roles and skill sets are generally quite
evident.

Processes:
Key
to
understanding the business is
understanding those processes that
are essential to delivering value and
how one relates to those essential
processes.
Outside lawyers are
usually insulated from critical internal
functions and processes. In many
ways, for the outside lawyer to do
his/her job it is not important that
he/she be familiar with those internal
functions and processes. The outside
lawyer’s role, while valuable, is
usually a more narrow, focused role.
However,
depending
on
the
company’s
culture,
successfully
transitioning to an in-house role may
turn
on
developing
a
clear
understanding of and conforming to
(or
even
mastering)
essential
processes.
Few
perceptions

The in-house environment can
be very different. The in-house lawyer
is typically expected not only to
interact with a healthy number of
internal clients and outside vendors,
but also to have substantial
involvement with a variety of
functional areas (finance, engineering,
marketing, etc.). However, the range
of talents and responsibilities (not to
mention educational and professional
backgrounds) among this collection of
individuals is likely far broader than
anything the lawyer experienced
while in private practice. A company’s
hierarchy is often far more ambiguous
(notwithstanding the organizational
chart). Relationships can be far more
fluid and skill sets far more varied.
What it is that certain individuals do
exactly can often be a mystery, even to
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old-timers. Identifying who can get
things done and who cannot,
irrespective of title, department or
pay grade, often proves immensely
helpful.

crises.
For the in-house lawyer,
whether the company calls it “no
surprises” or “proactive management”
the objective is to avoid crises by
anticipating (and ideally avoiding)
developments that might otherwise
produce a crisis.

Other Resources: Closely tied
to the value of developing an
appreciation for human dynamics
within the company, is developing an
understanding of available nonhuman resources. Systems, databases,
file cabinets, etc. can be invaluable and
greatly simplify (or sometimes
complicate) the lawyer’s job.

Too Much Information: There
are, of course, likely to be aspects of
the company’s business that are far
removed from the in-house lawyer’s
(or even his/her department’s)
responsibilities.
Developing an
understanding of the business does
not
imply
developing
an
understanding of such unrelated
pieces.
(Indeed, a pronounced
interest in arcane facets of the
business is likely to brand the lawyer
as unfocused or impractical, if not
outright strange.)

Finance: To many lawyers,
finance is an obscure functional area
populated by bean counters and led
by financial wizards who have no
understanding of the importance, let
alone practicalities, of the law. This
view may not be entirely off base, but
it is a view that evidences a lack of
appreciation for the importance of the
company’s finance function (often of
far greater importance than the legal
function). Evidencing such a view (or
worse, contesting the wisdom of key
financial controls) is sure to produce
inefficiencies and heartburn for senior
executives.

Team Success
Many lawyers who have
transitioned
to
in-house
roles
comment on a changed perception of
how to achieve success. In-house
success implies team success; whereas
success in private practice is usually at
heart viewed as individual success.
In-house environments strongly tend
to encourage (and often require)
success through others. This is not to
say that individual success is not
recognized, but only that relative to
private practice recognition and
reward for individual success is
muted. Those exuding a lone-wolf
mentality or self-promoting attitude

Predictability:
Many high
performing lawyers view their own
crisis
management
skills
as
exceptional. Not surprisingly, they
(particularly litigators) tend to view
success as dealing with crises. For the
lawyer transitioning in-house this
view must shift. In-house lawyers
tend to view success as avoiding
3

Business Perspective: Few
lawyers move in-house with a welldeveloped business perspective. This
is not surprising given that until
moving
in-house
the
lawyer’s
academic and professional experience
largely revolved around (mostly legal
and academic) analysis with little
exposure to practical businessoriented problems or problem solving
methods. Too often the focus of a
lawyer in private practice is on
divining “the answer” to a question of
law or on written and oral persuasion.
To the in-house lawyer, the questions,
while parallel, rarely square precisely
with the questions as confronted by
the outside lawyer. It is far less
important to provide the right answer
to a legal question and far more
important to provide a timely,
efficient and useful answer that
informs a pending business decision.
A generally correct answer given
timely is far more valuable than an
undeniably accurate answer delivered
after the decision was or should have
been made. For lawyers who have
spent their (sometimes long) careers
in private practice, this change in
perspective can take years.

tend to stagnate in the in-house
environment, even while producing
exceptional results on focused
assignments.
Success as a team member
requires true engagement with and
commitment to the team. Checking an
aggressive, advocacy mindset at the
door and removing the J.D. from one’s
sleeve are the bare minimum for
healthy engagement with the team.
Acquiring and applying team-oriented
skills, such as active listening, timely
cost-benefit analyses, and effective
time,
project,
and
meeting
management, are necessary to become
a high performing team member. In
addition, fostering and maintaining
relationships growing out of the many
touch points with others throughout
the company can be a valuable asset to
the company and the in-house lawyer.
Management Skills:
This
modified perspective of the path to
success is closely tied to a more
pronounced
emphasis
on
management skills.
To be sure,
management skills are also relevant to
the lawyer in private practice.
However,
in
private
practice
management skills are often focused
on managing people and resources to
support the lawyer’s individual
success (with clients, in a court room,
etc.). The in-house role demands that
the
lawyer
exercise
those
management skills to support others’
success, in particular the success of
those being managed.

Professional
Development:
Emphasis on team success and
strategic planning tend to produce a
focus on professional development
beyond technical lawyering skills.
Developing management skills, for
obvious reasons, is often a significant
focus. Because of the interdisciplinary
context in which the in-house lawyer
is expected to contribute, companies
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also
seek
to
foster
greater
understanding
of
the
various
functional areas and to enhance team
and communication skills.

Comfort with Numbers: Many
lawyers feel awkward around (and
dislike for or, in extreme cases, may
even be intimidated by) numbers. A
friend who is a very successful lawyer
is fond of commenting that he went to
law school because he was told there
would be no math. Given that most
lawyers perceive their own analytical
and verbal skills as their strong suits it
is not surprising that they tend to rely
strongly on those skills. However, in
general, numbers are far more central
to an in-house lawyer’s role than they
are to the lawyer in private practice.
This, too, is not surprising given the
centrality of numbers to the
company’s operations and goals.
Indeed, it is primarily through
numbers
that
a
company
communicates its assessment of its
own performance and trajectory (e.g.,
profit/loss, cash flow and other
financial statements, market share,
and forecasts).
The lawyer
transitioning in-house would be welladvised to enhance his/her facility
with numbers.

Numbers I
Cost Center: Few factors affect
a lawyer’s status within his/her
organization more than the shift from
being at the center of profitability at a
law firm (as a biller or rainmaker) to
becoming a cost center in the new inhouse role. To be sure, the lawyer is
always a cost center to the consumer
of legal services, but to the law firm
the lawyer is the moneymaking
engine.
With this view comes
increased status and prestige within
the law firm, precisely because the
lawyer is viewed as responsible for
generating
cash
flow
and
(presumably) profits for the firm.
In-house, this is no longer the
case.
Far from being viewed as
generators of profit, the newly minted
in-house lawyer quickly realizes that
he/she is viewed as a cost – often a
cost with no discernable connection to
profitability. Indeed, the lawyer may
even be viewed as an obstacle to
profits. This is especially likely where
the legal function (typically housed in
the General Counsel’s office) is
charged with serving as a check
against ethical, regulatory, legal and
even market presence missteps. Such
a charge can cast the lawyer as a riskaverse naysayer even in the best of
corporate cultures.

Numbers II
Particularly
for
lawyers
moving into managerial/executive
positions, metrics (a euphemism for
numbers) are likely to be a central,
even defining, prism through which
performance is gauged.
Budgeting (for staff, outside
vendors, etc.) is an essential business
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function for most departmental or
unit heads.
In many companies
budgeting is viewed as a critically
important touch point between the
legal function and other company
functions, particularly the financial
function. Of course, projecting cash
needs can be difficult, particularly
where those needs are driven by
unpredictable litigation costs and
results or fundamental changes in the
company’s strategy. Budgeting may
be relatively straightforward for
established legal departments facing
predictable
demands
(read
predictable
costs).
Large
unanticipated
or
uncertain
expenditures
make
effective
budgeting well nigh impossible and
can wreak havoc on proper
management of the company’s
finances (not to mention on the
reputation of the legal department
and its leader).

processes viewed by stakeholders as
essential to their success.
The
difficulty, of course, is that such
metrics often do not exist or are
peripheral to (or even at odds with)
the broader understanding of the
lawyers’ function within the company.
Decision Making
There is a story (possibly
apocryphal) about a newly installed
General Counsel who, when called
upon to opine on a key strategic
choice facing the company, declined to
do so on the basis that such a choice
was a business decision. Implying
that he viewed the General Counsel as
something
other
than
a
businessperson who is responsible for
making business decisions greatly
(and likely permanently) undermined
that transition into the in-house role.
In general, even the most junior inhouse lawyer is expected to view
himself/herself as a businessperson
responsible for making business
decisions individually or as part of a
team.

Adopting metrics that highlight
the value of those serving in in-house
lawyer roles can provide a very
helpful boost to the in-house lawyers’
More traditional metrics
status.
concerning spending and saving, while
important, do not tell the whole story.
Focusing on properly designed
metrics that highlight the lawyers’
work shifts the discussion not only
away from cash outflow, but also
toward the positive contributions of
the legal function (the very purpose
for which the lawyers were hired).

By design the function of an
outside lawyer relative to his/her
client is largely advisory. After all, it is
the client’s money, reputation, or even
business model that is at stake and the
lawyer is merely an advisor (often
also an advocate). While outside
lawyers are handed substantial
responsibility, such responsibility
only rarely extends to actually making
business decisions. It is ultimately the

Ideally, such metrics should
measure the lawyer’s relationship to
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client that must decide which
available option is most in line with its
business objectives. In contrast, the
most effective in-house lawyers
become integral to the decision
making process.

this was in the business world, a move
from law firm to in-house implied a
positive lifestyle change. In-house
promised no crazy hours, a more
attractive work-life balance, lower
stress, and greater stability (at the
cost of lower remuneration). If at
some point a move in-house implied
such striking lifestyle changes, this has
not been the case for many years.

Outside lawyers may be
necessary for papering a corporate
acquisition, but they are not calling
the shots. In the litigation context the
outside lawyer does not decide
whether to prosecute or defend an
action (except where ethical bounds
would be crossed – even then the
company might choose to retain a
different lawyer), whether to engage
another
party
in
settlement
negotiations, or whether to settle for a
specific amount. The outside lawyer
may (and should) provide material
information and advice to inform
these decisions (including information
regarding the procedural posture,
likely and potential outcomes, and
value) but the ultimate decisions rest
squarely with the businessperson.
Having assumed the role of
businessperson, the in-house lawyer
is now responsible for actually making
the business decision. Stepping up to
meet this responsibility, often with
little training or experience with
business decisions or the decision
making process, can be a challenge for
the in-house lawyer.

To be sure, most who move inhouse from large law firms see more
weekend family time and see the need
to
focus
on
external
client
development
evaporate.
Extraordinary hours tend to be
viewed more skeptically than in a law
firm environment. Excessive hours
are viewed less as a sign of
commitment and more as a reflection
of inefficiency and poor planning.
However, in-house positions are
rarely “9 to 5” positions. A move inhouse rarely results in a lawyer’s
taking back his/her life.
This is
especially the case where the legal
function is central to the company’s
strategy or survival (e.g., when
completing a merger or acquisition or
managing key company litigation).
The stability and compensation
calculus is no longer as clear as it used
to be. Partnership is no longer the
Holy Grail.
Law firms have
experienced an extended period of
restructuring, resulting in many
involuntary partner departures (often
to increase per partner profits) and
even in the break up of wellestablished firms (Howrey, Brobeck,

Lifestyle
It is said that years ago,
possibly years before anyone reading
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to name a couple). On the other hand,
particularly at the upper reaches of
the corporate and compensation scale,
general counsel have been paid
handsomely (usually with a heavy
dose of stock options), sometimes far
exceeding the compensation of even
the most highly compensated private
practitioners. At the lower echelons,
however, the compensation difference
(and there usually is a difference) is
less obvious than it used to be,
particularly after taking into account
fringe benefits, 401(k) contributions,
and stock options.

who move into traditionally non-legal
positions (positions in which the
lawyer’s legal training and experience
are no longer the lawyer’s central
functional value) the transition is
more in the nature of a career shift or
retooling.
Moves into managerial and
executive
roles
promise
the
opportunity to deliver significantly
more value to the company by
leveraging the lawyer’s experience
and judgment through others. As the
lawyer becomes more integrated into
the company’s key operations and
strategic decision making his/her
impact and value increases. In certain
instances, lawyers who became
integral to the operation and strategic
direction of the business have
surpassed their legal roles and
assumed charge of their respective
companies as President/CEO.

Less apparent is whether
compensation over one’s in-house
career will be significantly different
from what it would have been had the
lawyer stayed in private practice.
While relative compensation will
surely be driven by a host of general
factors (industry, type of firm, broad
economic trends, etc.), the company’s
compensation culture and the
individual’s aptitude for increasing
his/her value likely will have the
greatest impact on whether the move
in-house will ultimately result in
financial pain or financial gain.

Conclusion
There is little reason to expect
that the high rate at which lawyers
have elected to transition to in-house
roles in recent years will not continue.
Businesses are interested in the
strong analytical skills and legal
expertise such lawyers bring.
Of
course, not all lawyers will transition
to an in-house role effectively. There
is no set formula for a successful
transition. However, it is apparent
that in most instances an alignment of
expectations and a supportive
environment that encourages the

Key to this assessment is
gauging what the move implies for
increasing the lawyer’s value. A move
in-house that only shifts previously
outsourced legal services in-house
produces little added value beyond
eliminating the middleman (i.e., the
law firm) at the expense of increasing
the company’s management and
overhead burden. Of course, for those
8

the company will produce the greatest
long-term benefit to the lawyer and
the company.

lawyer to develop knowledge and
skills essential for contributing to the
operations and strategic direction of
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This paper addresses how an insurer, its inside attorneys, and
outside counsel, can become embroiled in conflicts of interest and
serious ethical issues follow ing a catast rophic event, and suggests
several possible procedures that can be implemented by an insurer, or
an attorney, to protect themselves, the insureds (and in some
instances coinsurers and reinsurers) from the consequences of
improperly handling a conflict of interest.
In order to adhere to all of the ethical, legal and fiduciary
responsibilities that insurers, their executives, in-house attorneys and
outside counsel should follow , and to avoid the financial consequences
that can evolve from failing to recognize these obligations, it is
particularly important that these insurers and law yers develop specific
guidelines and safeguards to follow before a potential conf lict of
interest arises.
The courts have imposed cert ain rules and principles w hich should
mandate insurers and attorneys taking careful precautions in view of
the increasing susceptibility to conflict situations in multi-party cases
involving substantial amounts of money. Some assistance can be
garnered by review ing several of these cases. In addition, although
the American Bar Association' s Model Rules of Professional Conduct
w ere not specifically intended to apply to insurers, the Rules do apply
to in-house attorneys and outside counsel representing insurers (w ho
may be directly or indirectly involved w ith a potential conflict ) (ABA
Formal Ethics Opinion 03-430).
All states except California have adopted the ABA Model Rules.
See New York Rules of Professional Conduct, eff ective April 1, 2009,
as amended through December 28, 2012, 22 NYCRR, Part 1200 and
Rules of Professional Conduct of the state Bar of California as of
January 1, 2013 and California Business and Professions Code
sections 6076 and 6077. The ABA Rules are only advisory in nature,
and in each instance reference should be made to local state bar rules
and ethics opinions.
Although a number of insurance pool manager' s executives and
employees w ho handle claims are also law yers and should be guided
by these Rules, there may be some diff ering opinions as to w ho is the
“ client” in all of the situations covered by the applicable Rules. The
prevailing view appears to be that w hile both the insurer and the
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insured are “ clients” in the technical sense of the w ord, the outside
attorney’ s first and foremost obligation is to the insured, and the
duties to the insurer as a client are quite different. Rules 3-310, 3500 and 3-700 of the California Rules of Professional Conduct ;
Business and Professions Code section 6068 (a) and (m); Cal. Civil
Code Section 2860. Whether or not, and to w hom, the in-house
claims counsel (w ho has retained the outside law yer) ow es the
applicable duties of professional responsibility may depend upon the
individual f actual circumstances of a given case. See ISBA Advisory
Opinion 89-17 (May 25, 1990). As a consequence it might be helpful
to restate some of the relevant attorney conduct Rules.

"MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Rule 1.0

Terminology

***
(c) " Firm" or " law firm" denotes a law yer or law yers in a law
partnership, professional corporation, sole proprietorship or
other association aut horized to practice law ; or law yers
employed in a legal services organization or the legal
department of a corporation or other organization.
(d) " Fraud" or " fraudulent" denot es conduct that is fraudulent
under the substantive or procedural law of the applicable
jurisdiction and has a purpose to deceive.
***
Rule 1.2 Scope of Represent ation and Allocation of Authority
Betw een Client and Law yer
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***
(d) A law yer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist
a client, in conduct that the law yer know s is criminal
or fraudulent, but a law yer may discuss the legal
consequences of any proposed course of conduct w ith
a client and may counsel or assist a client to make a
good faith effort to determine the validity, scope,
meaning or application of the law .

Rule 1.3 Organization as Client
(a) A law yer employed or retained by an organization
represents the organization acting through its duly
authorized constituents.
(b) If a law yer for an organization know s that an officer,
employee
or
other
person
associated
w ith
the
organization is engaged in action, int ends to act or refuses to
act in a matter related to the representation that is a violation
of a legal obligation t o the organization, or a violation of law
that reasonably might be imputed to the organization, and that
is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, then
the law yer shall proceed as is reasonably necessary in the best
interest of the organization. Unless the law yer reasonably
believes that it is not necessary in the best interest of the
organization to do so, the law yer shall refer the matter to
higher authority in the organization, including, if w arrant ed by
the circumstances to the highest authority that can act on
behalf of the organization as det ermined by applicable law .
***
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Rule 1.7 Conflict Of Interest: Current Clients
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a law yer shall not
represent a client if the representation involves a
concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of
interest exists if:

(1) the represent ation of one client w ill be directly adverse
to another client ; or
(2) there is a significant risk that the representation of one
or more clients w ill be materially limited by the law yer' s
responsibilities to another client, a former client or a
third person or by a personal int erest of the law yer.
(b) Notw ithstanding t he existence of a concurrent conflict
of interest under paragraph (a), a law yer may represent
a client if:
(1) the law yer reasonably believes that the law yer w ill be
able to provide competent and diligent representation
to each affected client;
(2) the representation is not prohibited by law ;
(3) the represent ation does not involve the assertion of a
claim by one client against another client represented
by the law yer in the same litigation or other proceeding
before a tribunal; and
(4) each aff ected client gives informed consent, confirmed
in w riting
Rule 1.8 Conflict of Interest: Current Clients: Specific Rules
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***
(f) A law yer shall not accept compensation for
representing a client f rom one other than the client
unless:
(1) the client gives informed consent;
(2) there is no interf erence w ith the law yer' s independence
of professional judgment or w ith the client -law yer
relationship; and
(3) information relating to representation of a client
is protected as required by Rule 1.6.
A law yer should comply w ith the ethics rules “ notw ithstanding that
the law yer acted at t he direction of another (ABA Rule 5.2 (a)), and
he/she must report their supervisor to an appropriate disciplinary
agency if a violation of the ethics disciplinary rules is reasonably
believed to have occurred. (ABA Rule 8.3 and Formal Ethics Opinion
04-433). A law yer may not allow his services or w ork product to be
used to perpetrate a fraud. (ABA Formal Ethics Opinion 92-366). A
law yer acting as outside counsel to an insurer, and w ho is also on the
board of the corporate insurance entity could easily be confronted
w ith such a conflict and must resign from the board if the conflict
cannot be reasonably resolved. (ABA Formal Ethics Opinion 98-410).
While insurers or managing insurance related corporations are not
as entities bound by the foregoing provisions of the Model Rules,
because of the unique multi-partite relationship that often exists
among insurers, their in-house attorneys, the insureds and outside
counsel it is important that w e remain aw are of these rules because
corporat e entities operate through their employees. The in-house
attorney may not accurately evaluate his/her role in regards to w ho is
the primary “ client” . On the other hand, t he outside attorney' s role is
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somew hat different in this area because although it is unquestionable
that he ow es the utmost fidelity to his client, the insured, in almost all
instances he is being compensated by t he insurer. Moreover, the
outside law yer or law firm probably has an ongoing relationship w ith,
and receives a substantial portion of his/it s annual revenue from, that
insurer or managing insurance group as a result of the regular
represent ation of one or more insureds.
There is little doubt about the universal application by the courts of
the principle that the outside law yer ow es his primary duty to the
insured w hen called upon by the insurer to represent an insured even
though it is understood that the insurer w ill be paying for this defense
and all expenses associated w ith the litigation. As succinctly set forth
in Emmons Industries, Inc. v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, 747
F. Supp 1079, at p. 1082-83 (S.D.N.Y. 1990):
" When a liabilit y insurer retains a law yer to defend an
insured, the insured is the law yer' s client.... (The
law yer' s)
responsibilities exist even if a person other than the
client is
paying the law yer' s f ee" ); ABA/BNA Law yer' s Manual on
Professional Conduct , Ethics Opinion CI-866 (" attorney
ow es his obligation of loyalty to the insured party rather
than
the insurer notw ithstanding that the insurer is paying." );
R-5
-107(B) (" A law yer shall not permit a person w ho ... pays
the
law yer to render legal services for another to direct or
regulat e his or her professional judgment in rendering
such
legal services." )
An insurer, under a variety of circumst ances that can occur in the
current complicat ed environment of claims and litigation, may face a
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conflict or pot ential conflict and must " consider fairly the interests of
the insured as w ell as its ow n" , Hartford Accident & Indemnity
Company v. Foster, 528 So. 2d 255, 263 (Miss. 1988), and " (w )hile
the insurer is not compelled to disregard its ow n interests in
representing or defending an insured, the insured' s interests must
necessarily come first ” , Lieberman v. Employers Insurance of Wausau,
84 N. J. 325, 336, 419 A. 2d 417, 422 -23 (1980). See also, San
Diego Navy Federal Credit Union v. Cumis Insurance Society, 162 Cal.
App. 3d 358, 208 Cal. Rptr. 494 (1984), amended by order of
Supreme Court, operative Sept ember 14, 1992; operative March 3,
2003. While there is little doubt in theory that all attorneys and their
insurance relat ed employers are required to adhere to this principle,
there is also strong empirical evidence that the principle is not alw ays
follow ed.
How is it that a law yer may have t o become involved in, or
precipitat e, the resolution of issues that might arise w hen a conflict or
potential conflict surf aces? A brief look at several criteria that have
been view ed by the courts as determinative w hen deciding w hether or
not the insurer w ill be allow ed to continue to control the litigation and
the law yer hired by t he insurer to represent the insured may suggest
some answ ers to this question.
" Where the insurer lacks an economic motive for
vigorous def ense of t he insured, or the insurer and
insured have conflicting interests, the insurer may
not compel the insured to surrender control of the
litigation." 7C Appleman Insurance Law and Practice,
section 4681, at 5 (1979, 1990 and 2010 supp.).
When an insurer is aw are that a conflict of interest may or does
exist betw een it and its insured, that insurer has an affirmative
obligation to advise the insured that there is an absolute right to
independent counsel w hich w ill be provided by the insurer. Certain
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Underw riters at Lloyd' s of London v. Pacific Southw est Airlines, et.
al., 786 F. Supp. 867 (C.D.Cal.1992). The failure on the part of the
insurer to recognize at an early time the existence or potential
existence of a conflict of interest, and to act upon it in a prudent and
careful manner, can lead to dire consequences. Christian v. American
Home Assurance Co., 577 P. 2d 899 (Okla.1977); Timmons v. Royal
Globe Insurance Company, 653 P. 2d 907 (Okla. Sup. Ct. 1982). The
Timmons court opined:
" We approve and adopt the rule that an insurer has
an implied duty to deal fairly and act in good f aith
w ith its insured and the violation of this duty gives
rise to an act ion in tort for w hich consequential and
in a proper case, punitive damages may be sought."
653 P. 2d 907, 913.
The obligation ow ed by an insurer to its insured under
circumstances that might be view ed as including a conflict or potential
conflict can be fulfilled by the insurer either providing independent
counsel for the insured or by reimbursing the insured for the expense
of counsel of his choice. See American Motorists Insurance Company
v. Trane Co., 544 F. Supp. 669, 688 (W.D. Wisc. 1982), aff' d 718 F.
2d 842 (7th Cir. 1983); Transamerica Insurance Company v. Keow n,
451 F. Supp. 397, 405 (D.N.J. 1978); All-Star Insurance Corp. v.
Steel Bar, Inc., 324 F. Supp. 160, 165 (N.D. Ill. 1971). Where the
contract of insurance specifically requires that the insurer w ill be
responsible for selecting counsel to represent the insured, the insurer
can select that counsel, even w here a conflict exists, as long as the
insurer discharges its obligation in good f aith and the attorney is truly
independent. New York State Urban Development Corp. v. VSL Corp.,
738 F. 2d 61 (2d Cir.1984).
Similarly, w here punitive damages are alleged, and may not be
insured under the applicable law , an insurer' s interest in def ending
such a suit may be in conflict w ith the insured, and thus the insured is
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entitled to a defense by an attorney of his ow n choosing, to be paid
by the insurer. Public Service Mutual Insurance Company v. Goldfarb,
53 N.Y.2d 392; 442 N.Y.S. 2d 422 (1981). A conflict could occur
merely because a decision made in connect ion w ith the litigation might
result in the insured being exposed to future increases in liability
insurance premiums. Graci v. Denaro, 413 N.Y.S. 2d 607 (Sup. N.Y.
1979), or w here the insurer has a financial interest in one or more
insureds.
The duty ow ed by an insurer to avoid a conflict and give
precedence to the interests of its insured has also been held to be
applicable to reinsurers and excess insurers of the insured and the
ceding insurer, and as betw een the primary insurer, t he reinsurer and
the excess insurer. California Union Insurance Company v. Excess
Insurance Co., Ltd., 780 F. Supp. 1010 (S.D.N.Y.1991); Hartford
Insurance Company v. Methodist Hospital, 785 F. Supp. 38
(E.D.N.Y.1992); General Star National Insurance Company v. Liberty
Mutual Insurance Company, 960 F. 2d 377 (3rd Cir.1992);
McKinney' s Insurance Law , section 2601 (a) (4).
An insurer, and it s in-house attorneys, must be mindful in today’ s
complex insurance and litigation environment of w het her it is making
litigation, defense or settlement decisions based upon its financial
exposure w ithout due consideration to the interests of the insured,
reinsurer(s) or coinsurer(s). See, Unit ed States Fidelity & Guarant y Co.
v. American Re-Insurance Co., 20 N.Y. 3d 407, 962 N.Y.S. 2d 566
(2013), re-argument denied 21 N.Y. 3d 923, 966 N.Y.S. 2d
777(2013) and Travelers v. INA, 609 F.3d 143 (3rd Cir. 2010)
espousing guidelines such as “ reasonable” , “ in good faith” and as a
result of “ arm’ s lengt h negotiations” in determining the obligations of
a primary or main insurer to its reinsurers, excess insurers and
coinsurers.
Several years ago the attorneys representing Electric Mutual
Insurance Company (a w holly ow ned subsidiary of General Electric
Company) raised the issue of a conflict of interest in litigation arising
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out of the crash of a DC-10 aircraft on take-off from John F. Kennedy
International Airport, New York. The aircraft in question w as carrying
cargo and several " dead- heading" crew members. While in its takeoff roll, after encountering a flock of sea gulls, the right engine
disintegrated and the aircraft crashed and burned, causing a tot al hull
loss. Associated Aviation Underw riters, Inc. on behalf of the lead
insurance group and all of the hull insurers of ONA, the ow ner and
operator of the aircraft, sued General Electric, alleging engine design
and manufacturing defects, and Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company,
alleging def ects in the design and manuf acture of the tires and brakes.
There w ere several other defendants named in the state and federal
law suits that w ere commenced but their roles are not relevant to the
issues to be considered here.
General Electric, t hrough its captive insurer Electric Mutual, had an
annual aggregat e deductible of $5,000,000, almost all of w hich w as
applicable to this loss because there had not been any other significant
losses involving GE aviation products that year. Over the $5,000,000
deductible and up to a limit w ell in excess of the damages sought in
the hull subrogation action, the insurance program w as split betw een
Lloyd' s of London (lead by the Orion), Associated and the United
States Aircraft Insurance Group. USAIG also lead the Goodyear
aviation products insurance program.
Unfortunately, the General
Electric aviation products insurance program w as not w ritten pursuant
to an agreement that made it clear under w hat circumstances any of
the insurers gained control over the def ense of a claim that might
impact their coverage, and w hen or w ho w ould be responsible for
managing the claim, the hiring of defense counsel and orchestrating
the direction of the lit igation.
After commencement of the hull subrogation action, Electric
Mutual retained its ow n counsel to def end General Electric, Associated
had hired and w as directing counsel to represent ONA and its hull
insurers and the USAIG retained attorneys to defend it self and the
other vertical insurers on the Goodyear risk. The litigation proceeded
forw ard for many years in the Supreme Court of New York (Queens
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County), consumed t housands of hours of depositions and discovery
and cost several million dollars in legal f ees and expenses before it
reached jury selection. All during this process, Electric Mutual refused
to offer its deductible or any sum in settlement of the law suit. On the
eve of trial, after receiving considerable pressure from its excess
insurers (Associated, USAIG and Lloyd' s), General Electric through its
trial counsel off ered $4,999,999 in settlement, but continued to
refuse to turn over t he def ense and settlement of the case to any of
its insurers, alleging a conflict of interest on each of their parts
because of their respective insurance interests in ONA and Goodyear.
During trial, Associated, USAIG and Lloyd' s decided to take
matters into their ow n hands because of the rapidly developing
evidence against General Electric from a liability standpoint, and the
potential for a large verdict. A settlement w as reached w hereby the
three insurers put up the total of the settlement funds to pay ONA' s
hull insurers w ithout General Electric or Electric Mutual contributing
any portion of the deductible. General Electric' s counsel attempted to
block the settlement by claiming that each of its excess insurers had a
conflict of int erest, but the trial judge, anxious to eliminate the
cumbersome law suit from his docket, w ould give no credence t o this
claim.
Subsequent to the settlement, Associated, Lloyd' s and the USAIG
sued General Electric in state court to recover the deductible plus
interest. During the pendency of this suit to recover the deductible,
Associated and Lloyd' s settled their claims f or recovery of their
respective shares of t he deductible for less than half of their full value.
USAIG pursued its claim for full recovery plus interest and w as
successful. Orion Insurance Company, Ltd., et. al. v. General Electric
Company, 493 N.Y.S. 2d 397, 129 Misc. 2d 466 (Sup. Queens,
1985), affirmed U. S. Aviation Underw riters, Inc. v. General Electric
Company, 509 N.Y.S. 2d 778, 125 A.D. 2d 567, appeal dismissed
517 N.Y.S. 2d 1030, 69 N.Y. 2d 1027, appeal denied 523 N.Y.S.2d
496, 70 N.Y.2d 612. In the low er court , w ithout having t aken any
comprehensive discovery as to w here the net insurance losses w ould
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fall for all of the parties taking into consideration reinsurance, General
Electric argued to no avail that a conflict existed based solely upon t he
primary insurance involvement of each of the insurers. The argument
w as unsuccessful because on the face it certainly appeared that the
USAIG, and others, had a great er net financial exposure in the GE
insurance program. Consequently, any ef fort on their part to require
GE to settle the underlying subrogation act ion w ould seemingly result
in their paying a greater portion of the settlement. Thus, the Court
concluded, there could be no conflict since the action requiring GE to
settle appeared to be to the detriment of t he insurers and not in favor
of the other insureds in w hose programs each of the insurers
participat ed.
There are, in this w riter' s view , several steps that can be t aken by
an insurer, its in-house attorneys, the insured and outside counsel to
avoid the difficulties associated w ith the creation of, or the failure to
respond appropriat ely to, a conflict of interest.

Early Screening and Conflict Avoidance
It is not commercially viable for any insurer to decline to accept the
lead or a portion of the insurance placement for an insured merely
because of the pot ential that a conflict might arise in the future.
How ever, every insurer that accepts risks w ith the understanding that
conflicts w ill arise (particularly after a cat astrophe w hen the losses are
large) has to be prepared to accept that it may have to relinquish the
lead or any involvement in the decision making process w hen the
conflict occurs. Any attempt on behalf of an insured to direct and
control its ow n destiny and protect its loss history and future
insurance placements must include closer scrutiny of the various
interests of its insurers. Absent that scrutiny, the insured must accept
the inevitable consequences that a failure to be alert to these potential
conflicts can generate. (See the hypothetical discussed during the
FDCC CCS panel presentation)
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Adequate inquiries should be made in advance of any insurance
placement by the insured or the broker raising possible accident
scenarios and obt aining the view s of the lead or primary insurer as to
how conflicts and potential conflicts w ill be handled. Although every
conceivable combination cannot be envisioned in advance of an
accident/catastrophe or incident occurring, certain basic principles can
be understood, reduced to w riting and review ed on a periodic basis to
avoid a major problem at the time of the loss or during the lit igation
process.
If for some reason the issue of a potential conflict has not been
addressed at the inception of the insurance program, it must be dealt
w ith openly, complet ely and immediat ely at the time of the loss in
order to avoid many of the problems that w ill inevitably result . Any
doubts should be discussed thoroughly and usually resolved in f avor of
the insured.
The insurer is in t he best position to anticipate these conflicts and
alert all parties concerned to the existence of a conflict or the potential
for such a conflict and should be prepared to do so. A plan of action
should be developed by the insurer w ell in advance of the
accident/catastrophe or incident to deal w ith these types of situations.
A failure to do so can result in significant financial consequences, and
possible criminal penalties.

Timeliness
When an insurer or counsel recognizes the existence or potential
for the occurrence of a conflict, it is imperative that action be taken
immediately. Prompt action to notify all parties that there may be a
conflict now or in the future w ill avoid some very embarrassing
moments and possible adverse financial consequences. The insured
w ill also be more comfortable in dealing w ith an insurer now , or in the
future, that has reacted expeditiously, addressed the issues before any
damage has occurred and recommended a course of action that w ill
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protect all of the parties involved.

Chinese Wall
In cert ain situations, the insurance claims department or law firm
w ill attempt to maintain control of the representation of tw o or more
insureds' files, contending that any conflict or potential conflict can be
avoided or protect ed against by distinct separation of file handling by
different individuals. An attempt is made under these circumstances
to put into place procedures to insure that no confidential information
relating to one insured is view ed by the individual handling the other
insured' s file.
While these pract ices are admirable in theory, and frequent ly can
result in substantially reduced administrative and legal costs, they
should not be at tempted unless the insured has consented after full
disclosure of the respective interests of all concerned, and the
management , underw riting and claims supervisory personnel/att orneys
have agreed to strictly follow all of the necessary guidelines that hav e
been established. Constant monitoring of such a program is critical to
a successful result. It must be anticipated that any deviation from the
most stringent controls w ill be view ed adversely by the insureds and
any court that is involved. In view of the sensitivity involved, careful
deliberations should occur before any such program is begun. The
significance of the potential conflict and the probable consequences of
failing to maintain the " Chinese w all" should be considered before any
suggestion is offered to an insured that such a procedure w ill
ultimately inure to the benefit of all concerned.
Independent Advice
One certain w ay of avoiding confusion is to obt ain the advice and
guidance of an independent counsel to apprise the company as to
w hether or not continued handling of the interests of more than one
insured is likely to lead to allegations of bad faith. An insurer may be
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more likely to reveal to that counsel all of the details of its respective
interests, both primary and net after reinsurance, for both insureds.
The independent counsel can then recommend w hether or not
disclosure to the insured is required, and w hether and under w hat
circumstance the continued handling of both interests might be
pursued. It w ould be prudent if the counsel selected for this opinion
w ere not counsel w ho derives substantial revenue from the insurer.
Immediate Relinquishment of Control
A second definitive method to utilize to protect the integrity of
each insured' s position is to agree in advance, or immediat ely upon
the happening, of the accident or event giving rise to litigation that the
company w ill divest itself of claims management authority over all but
a single risk.
If this option is pursued, the insurer making the decision must be
certain that its future handling of even one insured in w hich it may
have a lesser financial interest than that of the insureds w hose file
authority it relinquished is appropriate. The insured w hose claims
direction is retained by the insurer may allege at some future time that
the direction and result of the process has still favored the insured
w hose claims lead or authority has been relinquished. Keeping the
insured w hose claims management is retained fully informed of all
developments, and seeking its consent to all major decisions, can
eliminate that negative reaction.
Informed Client Consent
Under any of the above options and alternative suggestions to
avoid the commercial and financial consequences of a conflict of
interest, the insurer should take every precaution to fully inform its
insured(s) of the respective interests w hich it has in every part y that
has or may be a t arget defendant. Employing serious discretion in t his
area w ill reduce the likelihood of a misconduct accusation, improve the
long-term relationships w ith insureds and other prospective accounts
and eliminate the prospect of any troublesome law suits.
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Perhaps the foregoing w ill assist you in your respective role as
outside counsel, or managing insurance group employee or attorney,
w hen faced w ith some of the difficult issues that have been raised
herein.
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-David E. Neumeister, Sr. Vice President, Corporate Secretary & General Counsel, HDI-Gerling
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Introduction
Your company has or will face government regulatory threats. Regulatory threats present
themselves in varying forms: warning letters, audits (routine or due to suspected misconduct),
investigations (and associated parallel legal proceedings), inspections, injunctions, fines,
seizures, and even criminal prosecutions. As corporate counsel your role includes managing
regulatory threats, and when necessary, successfully navigating your company through the
process with as little negative impact as possible. This paper and presentation offers practical,
tangible advice from first-hand experiences in anticipating and responding to government
regulatory threats.
More specifically, we offer advice on how to:
 comply with complex regulatory schemes through establishing a compliance
management system;
 approach the initial encounter with a regulatory agency;
 prepare company personnel to participate in an investigation;
 cultivate a positive working relationship with examiners to gain their trust while
protecting your company’s interests; and
 minimize resulting penalties through the award of affirmative credit by
responsibly participating in regulatory-encouraged activities.
A recent study found that in the insurance industry, regulatory issues have surpassed cost
consciousness as management’s primary concern and as the most significant barrier to growth.
But regulatory pressure has increased dramatically across all industries, with reports of
conflicting requirements in some industries that put companies in a virtual “no win” situation. In
sharing our collective experiences in dealing with government regulatory threats we hope to help
others minimize the negative impact of government regulations, their enforcement and associated
penalties.
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Government Regulatory Threats
Harold Decker
I. Introduction
Much of the commentary herein and at the panel discussion will be summary in form,
reductive in content and experiential in nature. This is so because of the format of the program,
that is, a panel discussion. These comments are also informed by experience serving clients who
have been compelled to respond to regulatory agency action and parallel legal proceedings. The
comments are intended to be in aid of your ability to advise and remind industry clients of the
nature of legal systems and processes they will encounter in the United States and how they must
comply and cooperate with agencies created by legislatures, which rely on agency expertise to
enhance the safe use of industry created products.
Much of the regulatory action and parallel legal proceedings discussed herein are
avoidable if clients adopt good product stewardship practices. Product Stewardship is the act of
minimizing health, safety, environmental and social impacts, and maximizing economic benefits
of a product and its packaging throughout all lifecycle stages. The producer of the product has
the greatest ability to minimize adverse impacts, but other stakeholders, such as suppliers,
retailers, and consumers, also play a role. Stewardship can be either voluntary or required by
law. Whether it is labeled quality system improvement, statistical process control, or product
stewardship the key to avoiding regulatory action and brand impairment is continuous
surveillance of product experience by responsible individuals within the corporation.
II. Reminder of the Federal Nature of the System, Legislative Enabling of Regulatory
Agencies and Judicial Deference to Agency Decisions
A.
Federal Nature of the United States Legal System: The legal system in the United
States (hereinafter, U.S.) is a federal system with powers divided between the states and the
central government. The divided nature of the federal system has had a profound effect on
business organizations that operate within its purview. All business organizations operating in
the U.S. must comply with the laws of all fifty states, the District of Columbia and the federal
government. The federal government has hegemony in certain areas that all states must honor.
For example, the FDA has exclusive responsibility for approving a new drug that is to be sold in
the United States. In other areas, the states retain the right to create their own standards of
conduct. For example, each state in the U.S. has the right to adopt its own standard of liability in
compensating someone who has been injured by a human drug product.
B.
Separation of Powers Doctrine: Under the U.S. Constitution the federal
government is divided into three branches: the legislative (the Senate and the House of
Representatives); the executive (the President); and the judicial (the Supreme Court and the
lower federal courts). The purpose for creating this division is to provide for a so-called system
of “checks and balances” that prevent any one branch from dominating the government.
C.
The Legislative: The U.S. Congress has two houses: the Senate and the House of
Representatives. Each proposed law must be passed by both houses of the Congress. The
2

President may veto legislation; however, Congress may override the President’s veto by a twothirds majority vote. While the President may also propose legislation, it is Congress that
ultimately passes laws. As long as a congressional statute is consistent with the Constitution,
that statute binds all persons subject to the laws of the U.S. Further under the doctrine of
legislative supremacy, the executive and judicial branches are obligated to apply and enforce the
statutes enacted by Congress.
D.
The Executive: The Executive is to enforce the laws passed by Congress.
Enforcement is accomplished by various agencies of the federal government, including, for
example, the FDA. The agencies created by Congress are given power through enabling
legislation that directs the work of the agency, the structure of the agency and the budget with
which it carries out its mission. As the world has become more complex and the function of
government more expansive, Congress has increasingly enacted statutes that establish only very
general principles of law and it has delegated to various agencies the authority to adopt more
specific regulations consistent with the statutes. These administrative regulations define the
terms of the statutes and explain how they apply to particular types of situations. The rationale is
that Congress does not have the resources or the expertise to write detailed legislation. The
heads of most agencies and their top administration, such as the FDA’s Commissioner, are
political appointees and the President may change them at will.
A federal agency can do only that which Congress gives it the power to do in its enabling
legislation. In many cases, however, that enabling legislation is broad and general. This gives
the agencies flexibility, but can make it difficult for a regulated entity to understand what is
required in order to comply with agency regulations. Agencies write regulations to provide
industries and individuals with more detailed and specific information than the enabling
legislation. The Administrative Procedures Act and an agency’s enabling legislation provide a
formal process for promulgating regulations to assure that there is public comment before the
regulation is finalized (notice-and-comment rule making).1 Properly promulgated regulations
have the same force as a law passed by Congress. When a final rule goes into effect, it is
published in the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.).
Agencies such as the FDA have certain civil powers and the authority to enforce their
own rules through actions such as injunctions and the seizure of products. Among the agencies
of the federal government, the Department of Justice (DOJ) is the only agency that may bring
criminal charges. If the FDA believes a criminal charge is warranted, it must refer the matter to
the DOJ for potential prosecution.
E.
The Judicial: The structure of the federal court system is well known to the
attendees, although in some situations, agencies must conduct hearings to allow regulated
industries to participate in proceedings against them. These hearings are presided over by an
administrative law judge. Unlike a judge in an adversary civil or criminal case, the
1

Most food and drug law is administrative law administered by Executive Branch agencies, primarily the FDA.
Administrative law is civil law, although agencies can refer cases to the Department of Justice or state prosecutors if
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decisions, as long as the agency is acting within the legal authority it was given by Congress in its enabling
legislation. Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. sec. 55 1-559 (June 13, 2013).
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administrative law judge can act as both prosecutor and judge. The role of the administrative
law judge is very different from a judge in an adversary proceeding. The administrative law
judge is often knowledgeable about the subject of the dispute. The hearings are much more
informal than an adversarial proceeding and the administrative law judge can demand that the
parties put matters in the record that he or she deems important for a complete record. Agency
decisions are subject to review in the courts; however, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that in
reviewing the order of a public health agency, the courts should not second-guess the agency’s
decision. To successfully challenge the basis of an agency’s decision, a challenger must show
that the agency acted “arbitrarily or capriciously,” that is, without a rational basis for its decision.
Of course, if the Supreme Court determines that a state law, federal law, or administrative
regulation such as an FDA rule, conflicts with the Constitution, it will strike the law down so that
it may no longer be legally enforced.
F.
The Police Power and Federal Preemption: The Constitution provides for a shared
right to exercise the so-called police power, i.e., the power to protect citizens of the nation from
threats to public health and safety. For example, under the Constitution, food and drug
regulation is accomplished by both the federal government and the governments of the states.
Because food and drug regulation is done under shared police power, both the federal
government and the states have laws governing the same activity. As long as the laws do not
conflict, they both can be enforced by the appropriate government. If they do conflict, the
Constitution provides that federal law preempts the conflicting state regulation. This conflict can
arise because the federal law expressly states that it is taking away the states’ power to regulate.
Additionally, federal law can implicitly preempt a state’s right to regulate if the federal
government so completely controls the area there is no room for state regulation.
G.
Common Law: Courts resolve disputes concerning the application of law to
particular fact situations. In many instances, the law to be applied is enacted law, in the form of
statutes. Historically, Courts also have the authority to create law, known as common law, to
decide disputes. Under the English legal system, on which the American system is based, courts
are empowered to create rules of law in order to decide the disputes brought before them. For
example, originally, the law governing contracts and torts was not enacted by statute but was
created by the courts. The law was called common law because it was common to the entire
realm and was distinguished from local law. Following the American Revolution, the individual
states incorporated the English common law into state law, either by a provision in the state
constitution, by a statute known as a reception statute, or by judicial declaration. State courts
deciding disputes thus apply the common law as well as statutory law. Under the doctrine of
legislative supremacy a state legislature has the power to modify the common law of that state at
any time. State courts may also modify the common law of their state. Thus, the common law
continues to evolve, and its substance varies from state to state.
Congress did not enact the equivalent of a federal reception statute. It did pass the Rules
Decision Act,2 which provides that federal courts shall apply state law, except where the
Constitution, treaties, or federal statutes otherwise require special application. Moreover, the
Supreme Court held in 1938 in Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins3 that the federal courts do not have the
2
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constitutional authority to create a general federal common law.
As a result of the Rules Decision Act and the Erie decision, with a few exceptions, there
is no federal common law.4 In any case arising in which common law rules apply, a federal
court generally applies state common law. The common law, in other words, with the exceptions
just mentioned, is state law. Although the federal courts apply state common law, they usually
do not modify it. Generally speaking, only the state legislatures and state courts have the power
to modify the common law.5
H.
Criminal v. Civil Law: It is important to understand that the same act might be the
subject of both criminal and civil liability. While criminal charges against corporations are rare,
they have been brought when the activity involved has been so egregious as to offend society as
a whole. Most litigation involving corporate America involves civil law. The primary
distinction between civil and criminal law is that only criminal laws can punish a person with
imprisonment or execution. Criminal laws are intended to protect society at large and are
enforced by the government in its own name.
Civil lawsuits are usually brought by individuals seeking to recover damages for losses or
injuries suffered by a person, although, they can be brought by the government or by private
citizens. Civil lawsuits may also be brought to make the defendant stop doing something, such
as selling an adulterated product. In the usual civil case, the defendant does not enjoy the same
Constitutional protections afforded criminal defendants, such as: (1) appointed counsel if they
are indigent, (2) the right to trial by jury, (3) a privilege against self-incrimination, (4) a higher
burden of proving the offense than the burden in a civil case.
Civil lawsuits brought by the government are normally for the purpose of enforcing
regulations. For example, the government may seek injunctive relief or bring seizure
proceedings in order to take possession of, or forbid the sale of product.
Private civil litigation includes business disputes among corporations, their vendors,
suppliers, or joint venture partners. These disputes usually are caused by one or more party’s
failure to properly implement the terms of the contracts they have made. Most civil litigation
against manufacturers is brought by users of products to recover damages caused in association
with the use of the manufacturer’s allegedly defective product.
III. Types of Regulatory Violations That may Cause the Threat of Regulatory and Legal
Proceedings
A. Inflation of the average wholesale price (AWP) of products, failing to give the lowest
4

There is a federally created common law in two situations. First, federal courts create common law on a few
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federal statutes.
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law unconstitutional.
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market price to government health programs, or failing to pay required rebates to any
government health program.
B. Off-label promotion of drug products or other deceptive marketing practices (e.g.,
minimizing or ignoring the health risks of a product).
C. Unlawfully attempting to keep monopoly patent pricing privileges on products, or
collusion with other companies undertaken with the purpose of increasing the market share of a
particular product.
D. Kickbacks (e.g., monetary payments) to providers, hospitals, or other parties to
influence prescribing patterns in favor of the company.
E. Concealing the results of company-sponsored studies from either the federal or state
governments.
F. Selling drug products that fail to meet FDA standards or specifications (e.g.,
contaminated or adulterated products or products that fail to meet size or dosage specifications).
G. Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act violations, or failing to meet federal emissions
standards.
H. Accounting or tax fraud, foreign corrupt practices, or insider trading.
I. Distributing an unapproved pharmaceutical product.
IV. Meeting the Agency at the Gate
A.
Inspections: Regulated companies are obliged to permit access to their
manufacturing facilities by government inspectors. For example, pharmaceutical manufacturers
have an unqualified duty to permit access to their facilities by inspectors from district or national
offices of the FDA when served with an FDA Form 482, Notice of Inspection. If an FDA
Compliance Officer arrives and shows identification, but does not issue a Form FDA 482, Notice
of Inspection, the inspection is for cause. For cause inspections are compliance-based
inspections. Such audit review inspections are conducted to investigate specific problems that
have been brought to the attention of the agency.
The findings or observations at the conclusion of the inspection are issued on a Form
FDA 483 Notice of Observations. Such notices should always be considered significant because
matters of insignificance should not be listed on an FDA 483. Representatives of the firm
inspected should discuss any observations carefully with the inspector to ensure that they have a
correct understanding of the situation, that the firm agrees with the recitation in the 483 and that
the observation made relates to a product regulated in the U.S. market. Although a 483 is a
notice of violation, it does not normally preclude a company from manufacturing or shipping its
products.
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FDA inspectors are generally competent and some attorneys advise their clients to
formally agree to any violation, or sign any affidavits offered by the investigator; this is an error.
FDA inspectors may not have sufficient facts to form an informed opinion. They may not have
followed the FDA’s own Investigations Operations Manual, Compliance Program Guidance
Manual, or Compliance Guides. They may have simply made an error in judgment. In any
event, there should not be a rush to agree with the observations for many reasons, including the
eventual public access to the 483 through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
Time should be taken to create an action plan that will effectively deal with the problems
cited, as well as the root cause of the failure, if a failure indeed exists. After thoughtful, timely
consideration has been given to the observation, a reply, though not strictly required, should be
sent into the District office to explain how the firm intends to respond to the observation and
provide any new information that has come to the firm’s attention since the inspection. Within
15 days a formal reply should be made to the 483; failure to do so might result in a so-called
Warning Letter, which signifies an escalation of the problem. The firm’s reply should
demonstrate that it takes the observations seriously, understands the concerns stated and is
working diligently to resolve the observations.
The firm’s reply to the agency should include a commitment to corrections from a senior
quality or management representative with authority and responsibility to implement corrective
action. An effective response will cite the observation, the firm’s response, its proposed action
plan and any evidence of correction made to the date of the response. Multiple observations
should be broken down into smaller parts in aid of the respondent’s ability to adequately address
each problem cited. The response should describe how the firm plans to correct not only the
specifics cited, but also indicate how the underlying root cause and systemic issues will be
addressed. In noting these proposed actions, realistic times should be suggested for the
resolution of the issues. When proof of corrections is available, such as updated procedures,
reports, notifications, training files, etc., it should be supplied to the agency. A reply, together
with supporting documentation may mitigate any further action from the District office.
If supporting documentation is not yet available, the agency’s District office should be
given an expected plan to close out the items, stick to the plan, and follow through with
subsequent documentation. The firm should receive acknowledgement that its reply has been
received by the agency. The firm should feel free to discuss matters with the District office in
order to be sure that the proposed corrective action plan will meet their expectations. Once the
matter has been resolved, the firm will receive an Establishment Inspection Report (EIR). If the
agency feels more onerous proceedings are required, it will initiate them.
V. Hierarchy of Additional Agency Options
A.
Warning Letters: A warning letter, unlike the FDA 483, identifies serious
deviations from regulations that warrant senior management attention. Warning letters are
usually addressed to the firm’s CEO or other significant management representative. Usually a
warning letter is issued either because the firm’s response to a 483 was inadequate, or the
violations were of grave concern to the FDA. The warning letter represents a serious threat to
the firm and its brand because investors, competitors, and customers hear about them and raise
7

concerns. An open warning letter can effect certain product submissions and prevent issuance of
certificates to foreign governments for the firm’s international markets. For a foreign
establishment, the issues may cause an import hold to be issued, which effectively removes the
firm from the U.S. market.
Such letters require a written response that describes corrective actions firm management
will implement to alleviate the compliance problems. If a warning letter issued after a follow-up
investigation notes previous commitments made, but not implemented, the FDA may exercise a
heightened level of regulatory sanctions against the firm, such as recall, seizure, injunction,
disqualification, application integrity, or criminal prosecution. When a warning letter is
received, its receipt should be acknowledged by certified mail to the FDA informing the agency
that the firm will respond in 15 working days, or give justified reason why a later date for their
consideration is needed. At the same time, a team should be assembled to address the warning.
The team should, at a minimum, include employees from Quality Assurance and Regulatory
Affairs. A leader of the team, who has significant experience with the product, the issues and the
agency, should be assigned. This group should immediately begin to create a quality
improvement plan.
The firm must thoughtfully and carefully study the warning letter and the FDA 483. The
warning letter may contain multiple issues and they must be separated and dealt with
individually. If notes were made by firm personnel at the time of the establishment inspection,
they should be reviewed and compared to the areas that the FDA indicated were inadequate.
Assign each issue to a group to provide a response to individual concerns raised in the letter.
The committee should review each group’s findings for accuracy, responsiveness and confidence
in the root cause of the problems, the corrective action plans, and the time within which
corrections may be achieved. The response must be made to the FDA within 15 working days.
If all corrective actions may not be accomplished within 15 days, give the FDA an estimate of
the time when they will be completed. For prolonged corrective action plans, submit a timeline
and the quality improvement plan to the FDA.
Do not hesitate to meet with the agency to discuss your plan. Most likely they will
welcome such a meeting as a means of assuring that the public is safe. Once the agency has
agreed your action plan is complete, they will inform you of the estimated date for a follow-up
inspection and, hopefully, a close out. Most large, well established firms will understand the
significance and ramifications of a warning letter, but nascent firms may not. Be sure that you
have explained the regulatory significance of a warning letter to your client because if they do
not adequately address the concerns raised, the firm’s problems may become much more serious.
Serious quality problems are often due to the failure of senior management to commit to
identifying and solving them.
As with the 483 response, a response to a warning letter should state each FDA concern,
verbatim, followed by the firms response. The response should be sent to the agency by either
certified or overnight mail and at the same time an offer should be made to send it by electronic
means. Do not disband the committee; the firm’s response will likely raise many questions and
require justification of proposed timelines. The continuity of the committee will enhance the
likelihood of a consistent response by the firm. Remember that a firm’s responses and its
8

corrective action plan need to fully answer and resolve the issues in the warning letter. The
process of resolving the agency’s concerns often takes a year or more because of internal
corrections and the need for a follow-up FDA inspection. Once resolution is achieved, remind
the client that the agency has a record of the events and a long memory.
B.
Recalls: “Recall means removal or correction of a marketed product that the Food
and Drug Administration considers to be in violation of the laws it administers and against which
the agency would initiate legal action, e.g., seizure.”6 Statutory authority to recall a regulated
product is delegated to the FDA through the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938, 21
CFR Part 7 et seq. (FDCA). Other resources to examine include Chapter 7, Regulatory
Procedures Manual, March 20077 and the Guidance for Industry-Product Recalls, Including
Removals and Corrections8 Recalls of regulated products generally occur when the product
becomes adulterated or misbranded while in the market; alternatively, the product distributed
could be counterfeit, subjecting the product not only to a recall, but also to other regulatory
sanctions discussed below. Recalls may be firm initiated9; however, if a sponsor or distributor
has not taken steps to remove such product voluntarily, the FDA may request such action.10 The
FDA assigns a recall classification number for each recall that is determined by the degree of
Health hazard presented to the public by the product.11
The classification of recalls is as follows:
Class I Recall: A situation in which there is a reasonable probability that
the use of, or exposure to, a violative product will cause serious adverse
health consequences or death.12
Class II Recall: A situation in which use of, or exposure to, a violative
product may cause temporary or medically reversible adverse health
consequences or where the probability of serious adverse health
consequences is remote.13
Class III Recall: A situation in which use of, or exposure to, a violative
product is not likely to cause adverse health consequences.14
A firm issuing a recall should consider implementing a number of action steps in order to
enhance what is inevitably a difficult experience. First, the firm must share information with the
FDA as soon as the information that suggests a recall comes into the possession of the firm. The
6
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first contact is with the FDA District Recall Coordinator.15 Second, share all the information that
suggests a recall is necessary. Third, tell the agency how the firm expects to proceed. Lastly, the
firm should not proceed with its initial recall notification plan and the announcement of it until
explicit approval to do so is received from the agency. If the FDA believes that a press release is
warranted, it will issue one; do not preempt the agency.
C.
Seizures:16 One form of civil action the FDA may take against a firm is to seize a
firm’s regulated product. Jurisdiction to seize violative goods rests with the federal district
court17 or the states through embargo. The FDA initiates the seizure by filing a Complaint and
Seizure Warrant with the court where the goods are located. State embargoes are requested only
when there is assurance the seizure will be approved by the FDA or when specific FDA criteria
have been met. Acting through the DOJ, the FDA may have U.S. Marshals seize violative
products in interstate commerce. The FDA must present a sworn affidavit that establishes
probable cause that a violation of the FDCA occurred, and that the items produced by violations
will be held or distributed unless a seizure warrant is granted. After the warrant is granted, the
product may be seized. It may be one of three types; lot, multiple, or mass. The endgame of a
seizure action is usually that the seizure of goods is leverage the agency has in negotiating a
consent decree with the firm.
D.
Injunctions:18 Another form of civil action the FDA can initiate, through the DOJ
is an injunction. Unlike seizures, which affect only goods seized, injunctions command action
by a firm. The DOJ Office of Consumer Litigation (OCL) reviews FDA requests for injunctions
and either accepts, or occasionally rejects them. If an injunction is obtained, an OCL lawyer
works with staff of the FDA Chief Counsel’s office, local investigators and local Assistant
United States Attorneys to file suit in a Federal District Court that has jurisdiction over the
firm.19 The standard of proof is by a “preponderance of the evidence.” The key to a measure of
success is to communicate and cooperate with the agencies.
E.
Consent Decree of Permanent Injunction: A consent decree of permanent
injunction is a negotiated agreement that a firm enters into after a federal district court finds that
the evidence presented supports a finding that the FDCA provisions were violated and there is a
likelihood that, without intervention, the problems will continue. The agreement is a written and
signed document explaining how the firm will resolve past violative conduct. Consent decrees
should not be entered into without careful consideration of proportionality, that is, a thorough
analysis of the perceived risk of harm and the firm’s ability to pay for remediation demanded by
its consent. FDA litigation counsel are not famously renowned for their understanding of the
effect of their demands on earnings or the ability of a firm to sustain business life when burdened
by potentially crippling penalties that are not warranted by the perceived risk of harm.
A firm entering into a consent decree of permanent injunction may be subject to
prohibitory actions, mandatory actions and fines or penalties. Prohibitory actions are intended to
15
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stop firms from engaging in continuing violations until or unless the violations are stopped and
remediation is implemented. Mandatory actions order the firm to take affirmative action to
remedy certain conditions. The FDCA, and the amendments to it, provide for the civil penalties
and fines assessed against violators. Fines and penalties may require periodic payments during
the time it takes a violator to complete the work plan to which it agreed. Fines and penalties are
determined by the areas that were proved to be violated. To resolve consent decree conditions,
the firm must show that it can operate in compliance with the law and the consent decree of
permanent injunction. The firm’s compliance must be certified by an independent expert and,
once compliance is achieved, it must be maintained.
F.
Criminal Prosecution: Congress enacted the FDCA pursuant to its constitutional
authority to regulate interstate commerce. The primary purpose of the Act is to protect the health
and safety of the public. The FDCA prescribes penalties for the introduction into interstate
commerce of adulterated or misbranded foods, drugs, cosmetics and medical devices. The
potential consequences of an FDCA violation range from a warning to a fine to imprisonment.
21 U.S.C. 331 describes most of the prohibited acts under the FDCA. These prohibited acts are
broad enough to criminalize most any part of the FDCA as well as many of the FDA regulations
appearing in Volume 21 of the CFR. 21 U.S.C. 333 provides misdemeanor penalties for any
violation of Section 331 (imprisonment for not more than one year or a fine of not more than
$1,000, or both). If any such violation, however, constitutes a second conviction or is found to
have been committed “with the intent to defraud or mislead,” the violation becomes a felony
carrying a three-year maximum period of imprisonment and a fine of not more than $10,000 or
both.20
21 U.S.C. 335 provides that before any violation is reported to a United States Attorney
for institution of a criminal proceeding, “the person against whom such proceeding is
contemplated shall be given appropriate notice and an opportunity to present his views, either
orally or in writing, with regard to such contemplated proceeding.” However, on January 26,
2011, the FDA published revised guidelines for the submission and review of prosecution
recommendations.21 The former Guidelines required agency personnel to follow Section 335’s
procedural safeguards, which required a so-called Section 305 hearing. The FDA removed any
reference to this safeguard in the January 2011 revisions. Earlier, the FDA implemented
regulations stating notice and an opportunity to be heard are not required if there is any reason to
believe a prospective defendant may destroy evidence or flee to avoid prosecution.22
In 1993, the FDA established the Office of Criminal Investigations (OCI), which has
primary responsibility for investigating potential criminal violations of the FDCA. In the past,
the FDA referred all cases to the Office of Consumer Litigation, Civil Division at DOJ, although
DOJ personnel can initiate a prosecution without referral from the FDA. Presently, the FDA’s
OCI is referring cases directly to United States Attorneys. The DOJ and/or the U.S. Attorney’s
Office review the recommendations of the FDA and, if warranted, institute criminal proceedings
against the alleged violator. While the DOJ has the discretion to dismiss, or prosecute alleged
20
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FDCA violations on its own initiative, in most every instance resulting in an enforcement action
in federal court, the FDA has conducted an investigation in the field and ultimately
recommended prosecution.
In 1943, the United States Supreme Court held that the FDCA “dispenses with the
conventional requirement for criminal conduct--awareness of some wrongdoing.”23 In
Dotterweich, the Supreme Court established a standard of strict liability for violations of the
FDCA by holding that proof of the defendant’s intent to commit a violation was not required to
obtain a misdemeanor conviction.24 Although the president and general manager of a
pharmaceutical supply company took no actual part in the intrastate shipment of misbranded and
adulterated drugs, the Supreme Court upheld their convictions for violation of the FDCA because
of their positions within the company.25 The Court did attempt to draw limits on strict liability in
stating that corporate guilt would extend only to those individuals who had a “responsible share
in the furtherance of the transaction which the statute outlaws.”26
The Supreme Court tried to resolve the difficulty in defining “responsible relation” as
applied to the scope of criminal liability under the FDCA.27 The Supreme Court attempted to
resolve this confusion in United States v. Park.28 In Park, the Court held that the government
must establish a prima facie case by showing the defendant failed to act on his authority and that
such an action could have prevented or corrected the violation.29 Therefore, where an individual
is in a position of power or authority that would allow him or her to prevent, detect, or correct
violations of the Act, he or she will be held strictly liable for failing to act on that authority.30
Park, the president of a national retail food chain was subject to liability under section 301(k) of
the FDCA because he failed to use his authority and responsibility in operating the company to
prevent the storage of food in an area where it could be contaminated by rodents.31
In March 2010, FDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg publicly called for increased
prosecution of “responsible corporate officers” under the FDCA. Pursuant to this challenge, the
FDA has issued special procedures and considerations for Park prosecution recommendations.
23
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First, responsible corporate officers can be held liable without proof of intent, without proof of
negligence or without proof of knowledge.
Second, the FDA instructs agency personnel to consider three primary factors when
determining whether to recommend a Park prosecution: (i) an individual’s position in a
company; (ii) an individual’s relationship to the violation; and (iii) whether the official had the
authority to correct or prevent the violation. The guidelines reiterate that knowledge or an actual
participation in a violation are not prerequisite factors to a Park prosecution, but are merely two
relevant factors in considering whether to recommend an enforcement action.
The guidelines identify additional factors for consideration, including: whether the
violation involves actual or potential harm to the public; is obvious; reflects a pattern of illegal
behavior and/or failure to heed prior warnings; is widespread or serious; the quality of the legal
and factual support for the proposed prosecution; and whether the proposed prosecution is a
prudent use of agency resources.
Felony prosecutions are based on the same statutory elements as misdemeanor
prosecutions, i.e., a food, drug, cosmetic or device; adulteration or misbranding; and introduction
into interstate commerce.32 Additionally, in felony prosecutions, the government either must
prove intent on the part of the defendant33 or must prosecute an individual subsequent to a prior
misdemeanor conviction.34 When a corporate entity is prosecuted for defrauding the FDA, the
defendant corporation will often plead guilty, often as a part of a larger settlement with the
government.
VI. Conclusion
The key to success in litigation is the same as the key to success in business; a
commitment to quality research, development, manufacturing and marketing, that is, good
product stewardship. The key to a good relationship with regulatory agencies is cooperation,
communication and meticulous attention to the detail of agency rules.
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291 F.3d 726, 733 (11th Cir. 2002) allowing intent to defraud against a government agency to constitute intent for
purposes of felony conviction); Haas, 171 F. 3d at 265 (rejecting defendant’s contention that there was insufficient
evidence for the jury to find intent and affirming defendant’s conviction under the FDCA); Mitcheltree, 940 F. 2d at
1349-1350 (holding felony conviction under the FDCA requires specific intent); see also United States v. Andersen,
45 F. 3d 217, 219 (7th Cir. 1995) (holding intent to defraud or mislead defraud or mislead” requirement for felony
sentence is satisfied by intent to defraud or mislead government agency, as there is no distinction between
government and individual consumers as victims).
34
21 U.S.C. 333(a)(2) (2000).
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Government Audit Survival Guide
David Neumeister
Notice: All statements, opinions and materials set forth herein are solely those of the author in
his individual capacity, and not necessarily those of HDI-Gerling America Insurance Company.
I. Introduction
Any entity that is subject to government oversight is subject to government audit or
examination at some level. Because you can be examined, chances are that you will be
examined at some level. Some examinations are random and unexpected by design, and some
are announced well in advance. Some are in response to certain corporate conduct, and others
are more routine to periodically assess a company’s compliance and financial good standing. In
any case, approaching an examination with certain basic principles in mind can help it to proceed
as smoothly and end as well as possible under your specific set of circumstances.
At one point in 2012, our company was undergoing four concurrent audits: (1) the
Connecticut Insurance Department; (2) the California Insurance Department (claims only); (3)
parent company’s internal auditors; and (4) Illinois Insurance Department (full financial
examination). All were set in advance and were not in response to any kind of suspect conduct.
In any case, however, a company’s ability to carry on normal business operations depends on the
outcome. Following a few basic practices can help make this outcome as favorable as possible.
II. Nature and Context of the Audit / Examination
Most audits and examination are authorized and conducted under some statutory scheme.
The notice of examination will often refer to that scheme. Take some time to review the scheme
to become as familiar as possible with what the context and scope may be. Below are excerpts
from our regulator’s statutory scheme – the Illinois Insurance Code.
A.

Excerpts:
215 ILCS § 5/132: Market Conduct and Non-Financial Examinations: (2) Every
company or person being examined and its officers, directors, and agents must
provide to the Director convenient and free access at all reasonable hours at its
office or location to all books, records, documents, and any or all papers relating
to the business, performance, operations, and affairs of the company. The officers,
directors, and agents of the company or person must facilitate the examination
and aid in the examination so far as it is in their power to do so.
The Director and any authorized examiner have the power to administer oaths
and examine under oath any person relative to the business of the company being
examined (emphasis added).
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215 ILCS § 5/132.3: Authority, Scope, and Scheduling of Examinations:
(a) The Director or any of his examiners may conduct an examination of any
company as often as the Director, in his sole discretion, deems appropriate, but
shall, at a minimum, conduct an examination of every insurer authorized or
licensed in this State not less frequently than once every 5 years.
(b) For purposes of completing an examination of any company, the Director may
examine or investigate any person, or the business of any person, insofar as the
examination or investigation is, in the sole discretion of the Director, necessary
or material to the examination of the company (emphasis added).
(c) In lieu of an examination of any foreign or alien insurer authorized or licensed
in this State, the Director may accept an examination report on the company as
prepared by the insurance department for the company's state of domicile . . .
215 ILCS § 5/132.4: Conduct of Examinations:
(a) Upon determining that an examination should be conducted, the Director or
his designee shall issue an examination warrant appointing one or more examiners
to perform the examination and instructing them as to the scope of the
examination.
(b) Every company or person from whom information is sought and its officers,
directors, and agents must provide to the examiners appointed under subsection
(a) timely, convenient, and free access, at all reasonable hours at its offices, to all
books, records, accounts, papers, documents, and any or all computer or other
recordings relating to the property, assets, business, and affairs of the company
being examined. The officers, directors, employees, and agents of the company or
person must facilitate the examination and aid in the examination so far as it is in
their power to do so. The refusal of any company or its officers, directors,
employees, and agents to submit to examination or to comply with any reasonable
written request of the examiners shall be grounds for suspension, refusal, or
nonrenewal of any license or authority held by the company to engage in
insurance or other business subject to the Director's jurisdiction. …
(c) The Director or any of his examiners shall have the power to issue subpoenas,
to administer oaths, and to examine under oath any person as to any matter
pertinent to the examination. Subpoenas may be enforced under the provisions of
Section 403 of this Code.
(d) When making an examination, the Director may retain, in consultation with
the company being examined, attorneys, appraisers, independent actuaries,
independent certified public accountants, or other professionals and specialists as
15

examiners, the cost of which shall be borne by the company that is the subject of
the examination (emphasis added).
B.

Points of Emphasis:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Auditors can conduct examinations under oath and have subpoena power.
Auditors have unlimited access to any individual in the company.
Auditors have access to any information deemed relevant.
The company has to pay for the audit all – so there is incentive to help end it
as quickly as possible.

III. Practices
A.

Know Why You Are Being Examined:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Periodic required examination.
Response to legitimate business activity.
Suspected or know misconduct.
Other.

The reason for the examination will dictate how your company will approach the
examination and ultimately conduct itself (e.g., record retention and collection, preparing and
accessing IT systems, preparing relevant company personnel, retaining outside counsel).
B.

Prepare Company Personnel Accordingly in Advance:
1. Examiners often provide information and records requests in advance that
reveal the scope and tenor of the audit. Share with and involve relevant
company personnel in responding.
2. Retain records and ensure availability. Maintain a records retention policy
consistent with governing law. (See, i.e., 215 ILCS 5/133 and 50 IL Adm.
Code 901.5, et. seq, governing Illinois domestic insurance company record
retention). Most, in practice, require that an examiner on site should be able
to access, at a minimum, an electronic version of an original. Stress internally
that this be followed by all departments.
3. Management theme to be conveyed to examiners. May involve outside
counsel for more adversarial examination.
4. Mock interviews about processes in relevant departments.

C.

Cultivate Positive Relations with Examiners:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attitude of cooperation regardless of the type of examination.
Provide adequate work space and equipment.
Anticipate records to be made initially available.
Ready access to key personnel.
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D.

Develop Examiners’ Trust:
1. Establish a dialogue.
2. Prompt and honest responses to requests.
3. If they know they can trust you, they’ll be willing to work with you to address
issues.

IV. Conclusion
A.

Make Their Job Easier; This Equals Less Time and Expense to Your Company
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Minimizing Penalties for Regulatory Violations with Affirmative Credit
Alex Lockhart
“The true test of a man’s character is what he does when no one is watching.”
― John Wooden
I. Introduction
The exercise of regulatory agencies’ enforcement power is generally discretionary.
Regulators focus on the culpability of an organization’s conduct in determining an appropriate
response to a regulatory violation. However, before – and even after – a regulatory violation
occurs, a company can take steps that will help mitigate penalties. A number of regulatory
agencies, either explicitly or implicitly, offer “Affirmative Credit” or “good will” to companies
that engage in responsible behavior, such as self-policing, self-reporting and even cooperation.
Although the reduction of civil or criminal penalties is an important factor, a number of other
benefits flow from responsible compliance behavior. This paper discusses the benefits of taking
affirmative action in the regulatory process.
II. Affirmative Credit, Credit, and Good Will
Following policies formalized by the SEC35 in recent years, including new Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) regulations and practices in the Federal Sentencing
Guidelines, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau36 (“CFPB” or Bureau) issued a formal
Bulletin on June 25, 2013 encouraging self-policing, self-reporting, remediation and cooperation.
The bulletin suggests how companies can gain favor or “Affirmative Credit” with the Bureau’s
Office of Enforcement by self-policing and more importantly, self-reporting. The CFPB, like the
SEC before it, is working to increase its effectiveness by convincing companies that they may be
treated more leniently if they take it upon themselves to “do the right thing.” Although the
CFPB’s Bulletin did not make any specific commitment to quantifying the benefits, it did
commit to the concept. It appears that the actions the CFPB takes in granting such credit will be
the true test of the policy.
In determining the exercise of their enforcement discretion, most regulatory agencies
consider: (1) the nature, extent, and severity of the violations identified; (2) the actual or
potential harm from those violations; (3) whether there is a history of past violations; and (4) a
party’s effectiveness in addressing violations. Penalties can range anywhere from a simple
warning to a monetary penalty to jail time. Some regulatory schemes have specific formulas to
determine the amount of Affirmative Credit given for particular conduct37 while others generally

35

See e.g., Seaboard Report, www.sec.gov/litigation/investreport/34-44969.htm.
The CFPB supervises certain financial institutions and services providers to determine their compliance with
applicable Federal consumer financial laws and to help ensure that markets for financial products and services work
in a fair and transparent way for consumers. Since it was launched in July 2011 for credit card complaints, the
CFPB has been expanded to take complaints about mortgages, credit reporting, bank accounts and services, money
transfers, student loans, auto loans and other consumer loans.
37
U.S SENTENCING COMM’N, FEDERAL SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL Ch. 5 (1994).
36
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consider38 the adoption of regulatory-sponsored activities in the determination of a penalty for a
regulatory violation.39 For example, the CFPB has indicated it could offer incentives such as
allowing the private resolution of an investigation, treating the conduct as a less severe type of
violation, reducing the violations pursued, and reducing the sanctions or penalties sought by the
Bureau in an enforcement action. It should be noted that there is a certain level of subjectivity in
the exercise of an agency’s enforcement discretion and these could even be subjectivity within an
agency depending on their structure. Having a strong working relationship with your regulator
goes a long way towards understanding how the subjectivity may be applied to your institution.
A.
Self-Policing: Many regulatory frameworks offer Affirmative Credit for selfpolicing, which is basically a proactive commitment by a company to develop and maintain an
internal system for the early detection and prevention of potential regulatory violations. Being
proactive is a key ingredient which starts with the “tone at the top” of the company and whether
or not it supports a strong culture of compliance. One approach to help create or enhance this
environment is to implement a Compliance Management System (“CMS”) designed to ensure
that the company’s policies and practices meet the requirements of that industry’s regulations.
While no CMS will prevent all potential regulatory violations, a comprehensive and effective
system will assist a company in avoiding penalties through the early detection of potential
violations, while possibly earning Affirmative Credit with the regulatory agency. For those in
the financial services industry, just having a robust CMS could provide affirmative credit, even if
it fails to prevent the violation it was established to prevent.40 Whether your regulators award
Affirmative Credit for a CMS or not, the existence of a solid CMS makes good business sense.
The components of a well-designed CMS include: comprehensive, established internal
controls and oversight, a training program, internal monitoring, consumer complaint response,
independent testing and audit, third-party service provider oversight, recordkeeping, product
development and business acquisition, and marketing practices appropriate for the size and
complexity of the institution. In analyzing a CMS, regulatory agencies emphasize substance
over form. But most importantly, an effective CMS can help reduce or limit the size and scope
of potential regulatory violations and will – hopefully – obviate the need to use any Affirmative
Credit.
B.
Self-Reporting: Self-reporting requires a company to promptly and completely
report a violation of a regulation. Even when a potential regulatory violation occurs, the
question is always whether to self-report. Deciding whether and when to self-report is difficult
and many factors have to be taken into consideration. The decision should be supported by a
thorough internal, and in certain instances external, inquiry and be approved by management.
Regulators take a variety of factors into account when evaluating the mitigating potential
of self-reporting, including whether the self-report was prompt, complete and effective and
38

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Bulletin, Responsible Business Conduct: Self-Policing, Self-Reporting,
Remediation, and Cooperation.
39
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Bulletin, Responsible Business Conduct: Self-Policing, Self-Reporting,
Remediation, and Cooperation (explaining that if misconduct is so egregious or the harm inflicted is exceedingly
great, no amount of cooperation or other mitigating conduct will minimize Bureau-imposed penalties).
40
See e.g., U.S SENTENCING COMM’N, FEDERAL SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL Ch. 5, § 8A1.2,
n.3(k)(“Failure to prevent or detect the instant offense, by itself, does not mean that the program was not effective”).
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whether the report was proactive or forced as a result of likely disclosure to the regulatory
agency anyway. Regulators are willing to favorably consider positive behavior as it enhances
their enforcement mission by reducing the government resources necessary to identify and
investigate violations thereby making their limited resources available for other matters. Further,
prompt reporting of violations shows a company’s commitment to responsibly addressing the
issue and enhances the culture of compliance.
The benefits of self-reporting extend beyond obtaining a potential award of Affirmative
Credit. Taking affirmative action allows a company to frame the conduct at issue from its
perspective, get ahead of any negative publicity associated with the conduct, and promote its
public citizenship initiatives by taking responsibility for its actions.
Regulators also consider a company’s remediation efforts and its degree of cooperation
with the regulatory agency. Generally speaking, it is not just whether a company self-reports,
but the manner and quality of its cooperation in the process.
III. Conclusion
Self-policing and self-reporting can play a pivotal role in being a good corporate citizen
and in reducing potential penalties and sanctions. Your company and its regulating body have
similar goals: compliance. A robust Compliance Management System, along with an overall
culture of compliance combined with self-policing and self-reporting can help a company
achieve this goal.
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Ultimate Frisby: Ethical Lessons from Eaton v. Frisby
Brett Preston
Kristina Gandre
Hill Ward Henderson
Tampa, Florida
If you are attending the FDCC Corporate Counsel Symposium, you probably operate in
rarified air, ethically speaking. You are probably the kind of lawyer that frets the small stuff, and
could not imagine being the subject of ethical circumstances that may be described like this:
The issue is much akin to discovering that an incarcerated man, in prison for life, is also
responsible for additional crimes. The perpetrator is already incarcerated, so what should
his punishment be, if any? Should his television privileges be taken away? Should he
receive less canteen money? Or, should it simply be accepted that the man's initial life
sentence for a separate crime is punishment enough? Similarly, Eaton has already been
subjected to the ultimate penalty for what this Court found to be the ultimate misconduct:
dismissal of its Complaint due to its “fraud on the Court.” As explained herein, the
documents at issue in this Order evidence further fraud on the Court by Eaton and its
counsel. The question remains- What now?
Opinion and Order Regarding this Court's in Camera Review and the Special Master's June 4, 2012 Report
and Recommendation, Jeff Will, Sr. Hinds County Circuit Court Judge.

Even if the ethical issues that you wrestle with are more like parking violations than crimes
that draw life sentences, Eaton v. Frisby offers lessons from which you may benefit.

Relevant Factual Background:
There is much more to this case than its ethical issues, but we need not go into all of those
facts here. The ethical issues addressed in this paper relate to (i) tampering with witnesses, (ii)
tampering with judges, (iii) tampering with discovery; and (iv) tampering with the truth in a
variety of contexts. The events from which those issues arise are these:
In January 2002, six engineers left Eaton for Frisby. Several months later, Frisby fired one of
its other engineers (not one of the former Eaton engineers), Milan Georgeff. In March 2003,

Eaton made a deal with Milan Georgeff to pay him $380,000 in exchange for testimony that
would help Eaton in its intended lawsuit against Frisby.
Eaton sued Frisby in July 2004, claiming that the engineers that left Eaton for Frisby stole
Eaton’s trade secrets. The case was assigned to Judge Bobby DeLaughter. In 2006, Eaton and
Milan Georgeff swore, untruthfully, that Georgeff received no compensation in exchange for his
testimony.
In 2007, Eaton retained attorney Ed Peters, an old friend of Judge DeLaughter. Ed Peters
never filed a notice of appearance in the lawsuit, but began to work on the case off the record by
“visiting with” Judge DeLaughter.
A special master was assigned to the case. In late 2007, DeLaughter removed the special
master and replaced him with Larry Lantham at Ed Peters’ suggestion. In January 2008,
DeLaughter recused himself because he was under investigation in another case, where Ed Peters
was also implicated.
In February 2008, Larry Lantham resigned as special master and reported ex parte
conversations with Ed Peters as the reason. In 2009, Eaton attorney Don McGrath said that Ed
Peters was not retained to influence DeLaughter. In Special Master Dogan’s investigation
(which began some time after February 2008 and ended in 2010 before the report and
recommendation), Eaton’s counsel denied in depositions that Eaton hired Peters to influence
Judge DeLaughter. The special master, however, found emails between in-house and outside
counsel that indicated otherwise. Special Master Dogan determined that, when asked about
emails regarding Peters’ involvement, “[t]he witnesses were…hard pressed to present a coherent,
consistent basis for hiring Peters and explaining the role he was to play in the litigation.”
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In 2010, Judge Yerger, adopting the Report and Recommendation of Special Master Dogan,
dismissed Eaton’s case for “fraud on the court,” among other reasons.
In April 2012, Eaton “discovered” and, asserting they were privileged, produced for in
camera review 4 pages of emails that were responsive to Frisby’s earlier discovery requests and
were relevant to Ed Peters’ suspected activities, but that Eaton had not produced. In May, the
Court ordered Eaton to produce any and all documents relating to Ed Peters that it had not
produced earlier.
In July 2012, Eaton admitted its discovery failures and fired its general counsel.
When Eaton produced documents that it claimed were privileged to the Court for in camera
inspection, it did so in a manner that provides its own lessons on “what not to do,” though not
necessarily of an ethical nature. The Court described Eaton’s production, the Court’s
corresponding efforts to contend with it, and the information it contained as follows:
When this Court entered its May 17, 2012 Order Requiring Expedited Production, the
undersigned never contemplated that the same would result in the Court's in
camera consideration of more than 15,000 documents. The documents were provided to the
Court by Eaton in an entirely unorganized fashion, following no chronological order and
accompanied by a blanket assertion of privilege and no accompanying privilege log. A
blanket privilege claim without a privilege log is expressly prohibited in federal court, and
logically so. 19 F.R.C.P. 26(5).
The production resulting from this Court's May 10, 2012 directive was a logistical nightmare
requiring Special Master Dogan and this Court to expend many hours, not just reviewing the
documents, but putting them in date order, assembling the multiple duplicate pages and
searching for missing pages. Ordinarily, the Court would not have undertaken such an
enormous effort resulting from a party's failure to comply with its directives. However, the
circumstances presented are far from ordinary.
In the course of this Court's in camera review, the Court identified hundreds of pages of
documents that were unequivocally responsive to previous discovery requests,
documents that were directly contrary to sworn testimony given by Eaton employees
and counsel in this litigation, and documents that were representative of an ongoing
cover up by Eaton and its affiliates of its misdeeds. Of course, those documents, which
will be identified herein, caused the Court grave concern, but most alarming is Eaton's failure
to identify most of the documents as responsive even now. As a result, the Court felt
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compelled to complete this extraordinary review to fully ascertain the extent of Eaton's
ongoing discovery failures, despite Eaton's numerous opportunities for full and complete
disclosure. [Emphasis added.]
Tampering with Witnesses
The Eaton case obviously involves extreme examples of ethical issues; the witness tampering
issue is one. Whatever else may be said of Georgeff, and if he did in fact sell his testimony, at
least he did not sell it cheap: $380,000 buys a lot more than a vowel.
Two sets of issues arise from these facts. One concerns the truthfulness of Georgeff’s
testimony; witnesses don’t charge nearly as much to testify truthfully. The other concerns
paying him at all.
A preliminary question that relates to both is: whose idea was this, anyway? The lawyer’s or
the client’s? The answer hardly matters. The Model Rules prohibit the lawyer from suggesting
this course of action or implementing it even if it was the client’s idea.
1.2: Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority between Client and Lawyer
(d) A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the
lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent, but a lawyer may discuss the legal consequences
of any proposed course of conduct with a client and may counsel or assist a client to
make a good faith effort to determine the validity, scope, meaning or application of the
law.
On the subject of offering false testimony of a witness, the Rules provide:
3.3 Candor Toward the Tribunal: A lawyer shall not knowingly
(1) make a false statement of fact or law to a tribunal or fail to correct a false statement of
material fact or law previously made to the tribunal by the lawyer.
(3) offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be false. If a lawyer, the lawyer's client, or a
witness called by the lawyer, has offered material evidence and the lawyer comes to
know of its falsity, the lawyer shall take reasonable remedial measures, including, if
necessary, disclosure to the tribunal. A lawyer may refuse to offer evidence, other than
the testimony of a defendant in a criminal matter, that the lawyer reasonably believes is
false.
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3.4 Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel: A lawyer shall not:
(b) falsify evidence, counsel or assist a witness to testify falsely, or offer an inducement
to a witness that is prohibited by law;
The Comments add:
3.3 Candor Toward the Tribunal
[3] An advocate is responsible for pleadings and other documents prepared for litigation,
but is usually not required to have personal knowledge of matters asserted therein, for
litigation documents ordinarily present assertions by the client, or by someone on the
client's behalf, and not assertions by the lawyer. Compare Rule 3.1. However, an
assertion purporting to be on the lawyer's own knowledge, as in an affidavit by the
lawyer or in a statement in open court, may properly be made only when the lawyer
knows the assertion is true or believes it to be true on the basis of a reasonably diligent
inquiry.
[12] Lawyers have a special obligation to protect a tribunal against criminal or fraudulent
conduct that undermines the integrity of the adjudicative process, such as bribing,
intimidating or otherwise unlawfully communicating with a witness, juror, court official
or other participant in the proceeding, unlawfully destroying or concealing documents or
other evidence or failing to disclose information to the tribunal when required by law to
do so.
Obviously, a lawyer –whether in-house or outside counsel – can violate these rules in several
ways in connection with a single witness: by making representations about the witness’ false
testimony, offering that evidence, assisting the witness, and not correcting or revealing it after
the fact. Most of us will only find ourselves in one of these situations: learning after the fact that
a witness has testified falsely. In that case, the Rule clearly requires the lawyer who is burdened
with this knowledge to make the situation right, including telling the judge.
Given that Eaton was represented by a large law firm, one must also account for the
possibility that lawyers up or down the food chain may have responsibility for other lawyer’s
ethical misconduct. Lawyers up the food chain may clearly be held responsible for the
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misconduct of lawyers in their charge. The Rules do not appear to make those at the bottom
responsible for the conduct of those at the top, even if they are aware of the misconduct. Of this
the Rules say:
5.1 Responsibilities of Partners, Managers, and Supervisory Lawyers
(c) A lawyer shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of
Professional Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders or, with knowledge of the specific conduct,
ratifies the conduct involved;
The Comments to Rule 5.1 include this clarification:
Paragraph (c)(2) defines the duty of a partner or other lawyer having comparable
managerial authority in a law firm, as well as a lawyer who has direct supervisory
authority over performance of specific legal work by another lawyer. Whether a lawyer
has supervisory authority in particular circumstances is a question of fact.
The most common way the issue of paying witnesses comes up is not nearly as dramatic as it
was for Eaton. A fact witness may ask to be paid for his or her time because the witness will be
missing work or incur some other financial hardship when testifying. The witness may also want
to have expenses covered. Rule 3.4(b) prevents a lawyer from offering witness an “inducement.”
Does agreeing to pay these things constitute an “inducement?”
The comments to this rule shed some, but little, light on this issue. Instead, the comments
make it plain that one must research the law in his or her own jurisdiction to find out what, if any
money may change hands between lawyer and witness.
3.4 Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel
[3] With regard to paragraph (b), it is not improper to pay a witness's expenses or to
compensate an expert witness on terms permitted by law. The common law rule in most
jurisdictions is that it is improper to pay an occurrence witness any fee for testifying and
that it is improper to pay an expert witness a contingent fee.
Tampering with Judges
“A good lawyer knows the law. A great lawyer knows the judge.”
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There is a lot of truth in this old adage, even without going to ethically dubious places.
Judges have to make a lot of close calls. If a judge knows one of the lawyers arguing a close
question and believes that lawyer is above reproach, the judge may rule in favor of that lawyer
out of trust that the lawyer will not lead the judge to an incorrect result. If the judge rules in favor
of a friend because of the friendship, the judge is to be faulted for doing so, but surely lawyers do
nothing wrong by appearing before judges with whom they are friends.
Eaton, however, had lawyers of record and then supplemented its legal team by hiring a
lawyer who was old friends with the judge. According to the court, the documents Eaton
produced support the conclusion that it did so in order to have that “behind the scenes” lawyer
influence the judge, and that Eaton and its counsel of record knew that Peters was doing so.
That’s obviously a no-no, and – not that it matters ethically – but it appears that Peters’ ex parte
contacts with Judge DeLaughter were fruitful.
After Peters’ visits with the judge began, Judge DeLaughter denied Frisby’s motion to
dismiss, rejected the special master’s findings against Eaton, and sealed the special master’s
damning report. The report found that Eaton’s discovery answers were “truly false” in an
“intentional effort to mislead.” Peters encouraged DeLaughter to remove the special master who
made these findings, and DeLaughter did so. DeLaughter replaced the special master with Larry
Lantham, who was Peters’ choice. Larry Lantham later resigned, confessing that he had ex parte
conversation with Peters, too.
The ethical rules are clear and unambiguous about this subject. The Model Rules provide:
3.5 Impartiality and Decorum of the Tribunal: A lawyer shall not:
(a) seek to influence a judge, juror, prospective juror or other official by means prohibited
by law;
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(b) communicate ex parte with such a person during the proceeding unless authorized to
do so by law or court order…
8.4 Misconduct: It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:
(a) violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or
induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another;
(b) commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness
or fitness as a lawyer in other respects;
(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation;
(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice;
(e) state or imply an ability to influence improperly a government agency or official or to
achieve results by means that violate the Rules of Professional Conduct or other law; or
(f) knowingly assist a judge or judicial officer in conduct that is a violation of applicable
rules of judicial conduct or other law.

Tampering with Discovery
Compounding its witness and judge tampering misdeeds, the court concluded that Eaton
engaged in improper discovery practices over the course of this case in an effort to conceal its
misconduct. Doing so compounded its ethical problems by violating still other ethical rules.
It bears mention that these problems were not among the rank and file of Eaton’s lawyers.
The emails that had not been accounted for in response to earlier discovery, and which led to the
cascade of production of 15,000 pages of documents that had not been accounted for in response
to earlier discovery, were found on the computer of Eaton’s senior in-house counsel. She was
later fired over this.
Misconduct in discovery violates ethical rules as well as rules of civil procedure. Eaton’s
inside counsel almost certainly violated these rules. If outside counsel knew of or participated in
this misconduct they did so as well. The Model Rules provide:
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3.4 Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel: A lawyer shall not:
(a) unlawfully obstruct another party's access to evidence or unlawfully alter, destroy or
conceal a document or other material having potential evidentiary value. A lawyer shall
not counsel or assist another person to do any such act;…
(c)“knowingly disobey an obligation under the rules of a tribunal, except for an open
refusal based on an assertion that no valid obligation exists;
(d) in pretrial procedure, make a frivolous discovery request or fail to make reasonably
diligent effort to comply with a legally proper discovery request by an opposing party…
8.4 Misconduct: It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:
(a) violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or
induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another;…
(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation;
(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice…
The Comments flesh out these prohibitions and explain their importance in general and
their application to discovery in particular:
3.4 Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel
Documents and other items of evidence are often essential to establish a claim or defense.
Subject to evidentiary privileges, the right of an opposing party, including the
government, to obtain evidence through discovery or subpoena is an important procedural
right. The exercise of that right can be frustrated if relevant material is altered, concealed
or destroyed. Applicable law in many jurisdictions makes it an offense to destroy material
for purpose of impairing its availability in a pending proceeding or one whose
commencement can be foreseen. Falsifying evidence is also generally a criminal offense.
Tampering with the Truth
Finally, Eaton and its counsel put the icing on an already-baked cake when they,
according to the court, misrepresented facts and circumstances to their adversaries and the Court.
Doing so obviously violates the Rules quoted above, and one can hardly turn a page of the
ethical rules without finding still others that such conduct violates. It is not unexpected that
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people who allegedly engaged in the conduct described in Eaton v. Frisby will lie about it, too,
but – coming full circle to this paper’s introduction – a lawyer attending the FDCC CCS is not
likely to find him or herself in a situation that extreme.
Instead, such lawyers may find themselves in a situation where they have discovered
misconduct of someone else, whether a client, fellow attorney, or witness, and must decide what
to do about it. Good lawyers must always be conscious of the ethical importance of honestly
dealing with such situations, and taking responsibility for them if warranted. Failing to come
forward, or worse concealing or misrepresenting the situation, will move an otherwise blameless
lawyer from the side of the good guys to the bad guys in short order.
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Eaton v. Frisby
The Perspective of In-house Counsel
By: Kenneth J. Nota
How can a lawsuit worth potentially hundreds of millions of dollars to a corporation turn into a
complete disaster? What started out as probably a noble and honorable effort to protect intellectual
property rights of the company turned into a nightmare: the claims dismissed due to alleged fraud on
the court; $1.5 million awarded due to discovery violations; in-house and outside counsel terminated;
loss of attorney client privileges, a still pending counter claim; millions in fees; more sanctions likely to
be levied by the court; and a shareholder derivative suit against the company’s CEO, directors and inhouse counsel.
When I first heard about the Eaton v. Frisby case and read some of the reports about it, my first
inclination as in-house counsel was to want to defend the action of Eaton and its lawyers. Having dealt
with numerous lawsuits in hostile jurisdictions, I was sure that somehow, Eaton and its attorneys were
the victims of injustice at the hand of some local state court judge with an agenda. However, as I read
more about the case, and read some of the opinions over again, it became clear that Eaton and its
lawyers were not the victims. Rather, Eaton, through its lawyers, engaged in a pattern of conduct which
stretched out over years which led to their difficulties. The problems for Eaton Corporation started
when in-house counsel lost their perspective on their ethical and legal responsibilities as lawyers and
their fiduciary duty to the corporation. I once was asked to do a presentation on whether the role of inhouse counsel should be that of a protagonist or counselor. The answer to the question is yes. An inhouse lawyer often must wear multiple hats when representing its client. Clearly, we want to champion
the interests of our company, but, in doing so we can never lose sight of our core responsibilities as a
lawyer and as an employee and perhaps officer of the company.
As an in-house lawyer one is still bound by the rules of professional conduct. We do not shed that layer
by going in-house. We are not shielded against violations because we are “in-house”. We are still
lawyers, we are still licensed by and are officers of the court, and we are bound to act ethically. In the
case of Eaton v. Frisby, it seems as if in-house counsel forgot this. They became so fixated on winning,
that they, and their outside lawyers, ignored several rules of professional responsibility. Under the
Mississippi Rules of Professional Conduct, as in other states, lawyers are required to act ethically, even
while they are being zealous advocates for their clients. In this case, as many as thirteen (13) different
sections of the Mississippi Rules of Professional Conduct were potentially violated. They include:
Rule 1.1 Competence
A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client and preparation reasonably
necessary for the representation.
Rule 1.2 Scope of Representation
(d) a lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that a lawyer
knows is criminal or fraudulent, but a lawyer may discuss the legal consequences of any
proposed course of conduct with a client and may counsel or assist a client to make a good
faith effort to determine the validity, scope, meaning or application of the law

(e) when a lawyer knows that a client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules of
Professional Conduct or other law, the lawyer shall consult with the client regarding the
relevant limitations of the lawyer’s conduct.
Rule 1.13 Organization as Client
(a) a lawyer employed or retained by an organization represents the organization acting
through its duly authorized constituents.
(b) If a lawyer for an organization knows that an officer, employee or other person associated
with the organization is engaged in action, intends to act or refuses to act in a matter
related to the representation that is in violation of a legal obligation to the organization or a
violation of law which reasonably might be imputed to the organization, and is likely to
result in substantial injury to the organization, the lawyer shall proceed as is reasonably
necessary in the best interest of the organization. In determining how to proceed, the
lawyer shall give due consideration to the seriousness of the violation and its consequences,
the scope and nature of the lawyers representation, the responsibility in the organization
and the apparent motivation of the person involved, the policies of the organization
concerning such matters and any other relevant considerations. Any measures taken shall
be designed to minimize disruption of the organization and the risk or revealing information
relating to the representation to persons outside the organization. Such measures may
include among others:
(1) asking reconsideration of the matter;
(2) advising that a separate legal opinion on the matter be sought for presentation to
appropriate authority in the organization; and
(3) referring the matter to high authority in the organization, including, if warranted by the
seriousness of the matter, referral to the highest authority that can act on behalf of the
organization as determined by applicable law
(c) If despite the lawyer’s efforts in accordance with paragraph (b), the highest authority that
can act on behalf of the organization insists upon action, or a refusal to act, that is clearly a
violation of law and is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, the lawyer may
resign in accordance with Rule 1.16.
Rule 1.16 Declining or Terminating Representation
(a) Except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer shall not represent a client or, where
representation has commenced, shall withdraw from the representation of a client if:
(1) the representation will result in a violation of the rules of professional conduct or other
law; …..
(b) Except as stated in paragraph (c) a lawyer may withdraw from representing a client if
withdrawal can be accomplished without materially adverse effect on the interests of the
client, or if:
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(1) the client persists in a course of action involving the lawyers services that the lawyer
reasonably believes is criminal or fraudulent;
(2) the client has used the lawyers services to perpetrate a crime or fraud;
(3) a client insists upon pursuing an objective that the lawyer considers repugnant or
imprudent…
Rule 2.1 Advisor
In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise independent professional judgment and render
candid advice. In rendering advice, a lawyer may not refer only to law but to other
considerations such as moral, economic, social and political factors, that may be relevant to the
c lient’s situation.
Rule 3.3 Candor Toward the Tribunal
(a) A lawyer shall not knowingly:
(1) make a false statement of material fact or law to a tribunal;
(2) fail to disclose a material fact to a tribunal when disclosure is necessary to avoid
assisting a criminal or fraudulent act by the client;
(3) fail to disclose to the tribunal legal authority in the controlling jurisdiction known to
the lawyer to be directly adverse to the position of the client and not disclosed by
opposing counsel; or
(4) offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be false. If a lawyer has offered material
evidence and comes to know of its falsity, the lawyer shall take reasonable remedial
measures.
(b) The duties stated in paragraph (a) continue to the conclusion of the proceeding, and apply
even if compliance requires disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6.
(c) A lawyer may refuse to offer evidence that the lawyer reasonably believes is false.
(d) In an ex parte proceeding, a lawyer shall inform the tribunal of all material facts known to
the lawyer which will enable the tribunal to make an informed decision, whether or not the
facts are adverse.
Rule 3.4 Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel

A lawyer shall not:
(b) falsify evidence, counsel or assist a witness to testify falsely, or offer an inducement to a
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witness that is prohibited by law;
(c) knowingly disobey an obligation under the rules of a tribunal except for an open refusal
based on an assertion that no valid obligation exists;
(d) in pretrial procedure, make a frivolous discovery request or fail to make reasonably diligent
effort to comply with a legally proper discovery request by an opposing party;
Rule 3.5 Impartiality and Decorum of the Tribunal
A lawyer shall not:
(a) seek to influence a judge, juror, prospective juror or other official by means prohibited by
law;
(b) communicate ex parte with such a person during the proceeding unless authorized to do so
by law or court order.
Rule 4.1 Truthfulness in Statements to Others
In the course of representing a client a lawyer shall not knowingly:
(a) make a false statement of material fact or law to a third person; or
(b) fail to disclose a material fact to a third person when disclosure is necessary to avoid
assisting a criminal or fraudulent act by a client.
Rule 5.1 Responsibilities of a Partner or Supervisory Lawyer
(a) A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers
possesses comparable managerial authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to
ensure that the firm has in effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers in
the firm conform to the rules of professional conduct.
(b) A lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make reasonable
efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the rules of professional conduct.
(c) A lawyer shall be responsible for another lawyer’s violation of the rules of professional
conduct if:
(1) the lawyer orders or, with knowledge of the specific conduct, ratifies the conduct
involved; or
(2) the lawyer is a partner in the law firm or has comparable managerial authority in
which the other lawyer practices, or has direct supervisory authority over the other
lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a time when its consequences can be avoided
or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial action.
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Rule 5.2 Responsibilities of a Subordinate Lawyer
(a) A lawyer is bound by the rules of professional conduct notwithstanding that the lawyer
acted at the direction of another person.
Rule 8.3 Reporting Professional Misconduct
(a) A lawyer having knowledge that another lawyer has committed a violation of the Rules of
Professional Conduct that raises a substantial question as to that lawyer’s honesty,
trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects, shall inform the appropriate
professional authority.
Rule 8.4 Misconduct
It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:
(a) violate or attempt to violate the rules of professional conduct, knowingly assist or induce
another to do so, or do so through the acts of another;
(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation;
(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice;
(e) state or imply an ability to influence improperly a government agency or official or to
achieve results by means that violate the Rules of Professional conduct or other law;
(f) knowingly assist a judge or judicial officer in conduct that is a violation of applicable rules of
judicial conduct or other law.
What was in-house counsels’ defense to these alleged violations? The Eaton in-house lawyers argued
that they did not know that Ed Peters was having ex parte communications with Bobby DeLaughter.
But, in reading the rulings of Judge Yerger and Judge Weill, the court clearly disagreed. The court
pointed to numerous documents, including e-mails, notes, correspondence and billing records that it
said clearly demonstrated that Eaton in-house counsel hired Ed Peters for the purpose of influencing
Bobby DeLaughter and that in furtherance of that goal, knew that Peters was having numerous ex parte
communication with DeLaughter.
Even if Eaton in-house counsel did not specifically direct or intend for Peters to have ex parte
communications with DeLaughter when they hired him, at the very least, Eaton in-house lawyers should
have seen enough red flags that alerted them that something improper was going on. These red flags
included: Peters’ failure to file a formal entry of appearance; a concerted effort by counsel to hide
Peters’ involvement on behalf of Eaton; Peters’ past relationship with DeLaughter; Peters’ lack of civil
litigation experience; and Peters’ statements and instructions that indicated he was having ex parte
communications with the court.
Of course Eaton’s ethical violations did not begin with Peters. Their troubles began when, as the court
said, they engaged in intentional discovery violations by failing to disclose compensation paid to MiIan
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Georgeff, a fact witness and alleged whistleblower. While the court laid primary blame at the feet of
Michael Allred, former counsel for Eaton, the court said that Eaton and current counsel at the time,
Michael Schaalman had knowledge of the violations. The matter was initially referred to a special
master, Jack Dunbar, who issued his report and recommendation on December 5, 2006 finding that
Eaton’s discovery responses were false and an effort to mislead. DeLaughter issued his order on April 6,
2007, which while granting Frisby’s request for monetary sanctions, denied Frisby’s request to dismiss
the case and lifted a stay on discovery. It is unclear when Eaton first retained Peters, but it appears that
it was sometime after Frisby had filed its motion to dismiss and for sanctions against Eaton based on
these violations but before DeLaughter issued his opinion.
It seems clear that Eaton hired Peters because of his relationship with DeLaughter. Peters had been
District Attorney and DeLaughter worked for him as Assistant District Attorney. As one of Eaton’s inhouse lawyers had put it, Eaton knew that Peters had been DeLaughter’s boss. Now, by itself, hiring
local counsel that knows the judge assigned to the case is not an ethical violation. If that were the case,
many plaintiffs and defendants would be violating the rule of professional responsibility every day. No,
the problems arose because Eaton inside counsel and its outside counsel decided to keep Peters’
involvement in the case secret, perhaps to avoid a motion to disqualify DeLaughter, and to use the
relationship to improperly influence DeLaughter’s decisions through ex parte communications. Why
else would Eaton hire a criminal defense attorney, with no civil litigation experience to act as local
counsel for a multi-million dollar commercial civil litigation matter and work to keep his involvement
secret? That point was particularly troubling to Judge Weill in his September 12, 2012 Opinion and
Order.
As in-house counsel in charge of overseeing and managing my company’s litigation, the buck must
ultimately stop with us when it comes to the way that litigation is handled. As In-house counsel we have
not only an ethical obligation, but a duty to our company to know what is going on in the litigation, what
outside counsel is doing and to insure that our own conduct and the conduct of the lawyers we hire is
proper. We cannot stick our head in the sand or hide behind outside counsel. Ultimately we have to
take that responsibility. One of the most troubling aspects of the Eaton v. Frisby case is the sheer
number of lawyers that let Eaton down, both inside and outside counsel. At least four in-house lawyers
including the Executive Vice President and General Counsel, the Vice President and Chief Litigation
Counsel, another Vice President and Chief Counsel, and a senior in-house litigation counsel, knew or
should have known what was going on with DeLaughter and Peters, and did nothing to investigate or
correct this activity. In fact, according to the court, they were complicit in the wrong doing. In addition,
there were several outside firms representing Eaton at some point in this litigation, and they did nothing
to stop the improper activity either.
How is it so many lawyers, probably otherwise decent people, excepting maybe Peters, were allegedly
complicit in this unethical conduct. Or as the court said, “an intentional and ongoing fraud against the
court”? Was it greed, arrogance, incompetence or was it because Eaton felt it was necessary to level the
playing fields? One of Eaton’s in-house lawyers said, “MS seems so corrupt – do we need to add
someone to the team who knows Yerger?” It probably was a little bit of all of these elements. With
hundreds of millions of dollars potentially at stake, Eaton and its lawyer thought they would outsmart
Frisby by retaining Peters in their mind to get a fair shake and/or advantage in the litigation, and nobody
cared or remembered to pay attention to the rules of professional conduct. Whatever, their reasoning,
Eaton’s attorneys cannot justify their actions. Even if they feared they were being treated unfairly,
Eaton could not use that as justification to violate the law. Two wrongs, do not make a right.
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Just as Eaton’s ethical problems did not begin when they hired Peters, they also did not stop once Peters
was out of the case in 2008. Eaton’s in-house counsel’s ethical problems did not end in 2008 when
DeLaughter resigned from the case and Peters stopped working for Eaton. (DeLaughter, Peters and
Richard Scruggs were at that time being investigated in connection with another case involving bribery.)
The problems continued, according to Judge Weill, when Eaton failed to turn over all documents that
were subject to court ordered discovery into the DeLaughter/Peters activity. Although Yerger had
already dismissed the Eaton claim as a sanction for the Peters/DeLaughter activity, based on the
documents and evidence that had been obtained by December 2010, apparently Eaton failed to produce
all the responsive documents relevant to that matter. In April 2012 Eaton provided the court with four
pages of documents, which Eaton believed should have been produced in 2008 and 2009. This quickly
led to additional orders by the court requiring Eaton to produce additional documents for in camera
review. The court also required Eaton’s CEO, Eaton’s in-house counsel, and Eaton’s counsel Michael
Schaalman, to provide sworn affidavits relating to the documents and each affiant’s proposed sanction
for Eaton’s most recent failure to comply with the Court’s previous discovery orders. So Eaton’s CEO and
in-house counsel are personally at risk for contempt of court or sanctions if their Affidavits are not
accepted as truthful by the Court. Not at all a good position to be in. In articulating their proposed
sanctions, each affiant was ordered to take into account the following factors:
(1) whether the discovery violations were the result of willfulness or bad faith;
(2) whether the deterrent value of rule 33 may be achieved by lesser sanctions;
(3) whether the wronged party has suffered prejudice as a result of the discovery violation; and
(4) whether the discovery abuse is attributable solely to trial counsel instead of a blameless
client.
(Judge Weill’s Opinion and Order dated September 19, 2012 at page 9)
For Eaton’s in-house counsel, the alleged violations are worse than just a violation of the Mississippi
Rules of Professional Conduct. Not only did they violate their ethical obligations as lawyers, they also
most likely violated Eaton’s own code of conduct and their fiduciary duties as officers of their
corporation. In doing so, they put their company, themselves, their CEO and their Board at risk, not only
in the initial trade secret litigation, but also in a subsequent suit that was filed. In 2011, a shareholder
derivative complaint was filed against the CEO, directors and two of the in-house lawyers of Eaton over
the Eaton v. Frisby disaster. Interestingly, this suit was filed even before Judge Weill issued his
September 2012 Opinion and Order, which is even more condemning of Eaton and its in-house counsel
than Judge Yerger’s December 2010 Order. The Weill opinion gives even more ammunition to plaintiff’s
counsel in the derivative action.

The full fall out of the Eaton v. Frisby fiasco is not yet known, the case is still pending and part of it is on
appeal. But what is known is that (i) Eaton had a claim potentially worth hundreds of millions of dollars
dismissed; (ii) Eaton was sanctioned $1.5 million for its initial discovery violation relating to MiIan
Georgeff; (iii) Eaton is facing additional significant sanctions for additional discovery violations; (iv) Eaton
is still defending a counter-claim by Frisby; (v) two of Eaton’s in-house lawyers’ employment with Eaton
were terminated (circumstance unknown); (vi) Eaton CEO, Board and some of its in-house attorneys are
facing a shareholder derivative action; and (vii) Eaton, having already spent most likely millions in fees,
continue to have foot the legal bills of its counsel in defending the counter-claims, the discovery
violations and the impending sanctions order.
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In sum, the real problems for Eaton must be laid at the feet of its in-house counsel. They knew or
should have known about the original discovery violations. They knew or should have known what was
going on with Peters and DeLaughter. And they knew or should have known about the failure to
produce all documents that were required pursuant to the courts order. Ignorance is not bliss. Living in a
state of denial is not a legitimate defense. As in-house counsel we have a greater, not lesser duty to our
client to adhere to both the rules of professional conduct and to our corporate code of conduct and our
fiduciary duty as officers of the company.
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Smart Writing: Avoiding the Dangers of Lazy Electronic Communication
By: Reid S. Manley and Zachary D. Miller
What started as an informal, internal e-mail between two co-workers ended up in the
pages of The New York Times. In March, the national legal community was suddenly the target
of ridicule and scrutiny due to several lawyers failing to adhere to the seemingly obvious tenets
of smart electronic writing. "Suit Offers a Peek at the Practice of Inflating a Legal Bill," read the
headline by Peter Lattman, a reporter for the Times.1 In the article, Lattman detailed the facts of
a lawsuit between the large, national law firm DLA Piper and a former client, Adam H. Victor.
DLA Piper sued Mr. Victor for $675,000 alleging he had failed to pay legal bills. Mr. Victor
responded by filing a counterclaim, asserting that the law firm had a "sweeping practice of
overbilling" and demanded $22.5 million in punitive damages.
During written discovery, DLA Piper turned over internal e-mails between lawyers that
had worked on Mr. Victor's file. The e-mails contained ill-advised jokes between colleagues and
quickly became front-page fodder: "I hear we are already 200k over our estimate -- that's Team
DLA Piper!," wrote one lawyer. Another lawyer responded to that e-mail, explaining that a third
lawyer, "Vince," was also working on the case: "Now Vince has random people working full
time on random research projects in standard 'churn that bill, baby' mode." The lawyer
continued, "That bill shall know no limits." The careless e-mails did not only soil the reputation
of the world's largest law firm, but reinforced nasty stereotypes about the legal industry.
Columnists from across the country jumped on-board decrying the industry's billing practices
and calling for reform. One Forbes columnist declared that "Anyone who has ever worked in
any law firm anywhere at any time knows as a matter of undisputed fact that some attorneys
over-bill."2 Another Times opinion columnist authored a piece describing the lawsuit and
bemoaned "The Tyranny of the Billable Hour."3 And the three attorneys mentioned in the article
(none of whom, coincidentally, are still employed by DLA Piper), undoubtedly wished they had
treated their e-mails more like formal communications.
The problem of rushed, lazy and inappropriate electronic business communications is not
limited to a particular field or group of professionals. Indeed, with the explosion in the number
of users sending e-mail and participating in social networks including Twitter, Facebook,
LinkedIn and Instagram, informal electronic business communications have become the new
normal for communications between colleagues. The problems occur when employees fail to
recognize that electronic communications are not only as permanent as written letters, but due to
internet caching services and an increase in the ability to store large amounts of electronic
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information, are now more permanent and more searchable than physical communication.
Business e-mails are stored on enormous servers which oftentimes are paired with the capability
to search for specific subjects. This can be crucial for record-keeping purposes, but can be
disastrous when used as a litigation tool.
While technological foul-ups are often met with a "that's too bad, but it would never
happen to me" response, the horror stories of lazy and inappropriate communications resulting in
grave consequences are simply too frequent to ignore. In Charm v. Kohn, the Superior Court of
Suffolk County, Massachusetts addressed the inadvertent disclosure of attorney-client
communications.4 In that case, Kohn's counsel sent an e-mail to opposing counsel, with a "bcc"
to Kohn. Kohn responded to the e-mail, using the "reply all" function, thereby transmitting his
response simultaneously to opposing counsel as well as his own. As the court described, "The
content of Kohn's response leaves no room for doubt that he intended his communication for his
own counsel only."5 Kohn's counsel quickly recognized the error and requested that opposing
counsel delete the communication. Opposing counsel refused. Kohn's counsel took no further
action until the e-mail appeared as an exhibit in opposition to summary judgment. At that point,
Kohn sought judicial assistance by filing a motion to strike. While the court ultimately agreed
that the communication should be protected, it lectured Kohn and his counsel on the principles of
smart writing:
Kohn's counsel's practices of sending him a bcc of e-mails to
opposing counsel, with a cc to co-counsel, gave rise to a
foreseeable risk that Kohn would respond exactly as he did.
***
Lawyers should advise clients to be careful, and should avoid
practices that exacerbate risks. Here, it appears that both Kohn and
his counsel were less vigilant than they might have been.6
In concluding her lesson on common-sense e-mail practices, the Charm judge warned that "Kohn
and his counsel should not expect similar indulgence again. They, and others, should take note:
Reply all is risky. So is bcc. Further carelessness may compel a finding of waiver."7
The danger of electronic communications comes, primarily, from the speed and
simplicity with which they can be drafted. Unlike a written letter, which requires detailed
addresses, a printer, and a signature, an e-mail almost begs to be sent quickly. Additionally,
functions that are often designed to make sending an e-mail even easier (i.e., spell check and
auto-complete) can often greatly increase the risk of error. In 2008, the ABA Journal
documented the story of an outside lawyer for pharmaceutical company Eli Lilly & Co., who had
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No. 08-2789-BLS2, 2010 WL 3816716, at *1 (Mass. Sup. Ct. Suffolk Cty., Sept. 30,
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two people named "Berenson" in her e-mail address book.8 One Berenson was her co-counsel
assisting in confidential negotiations on a possible $1 billion settlement between Eli Lilly and the
government. The other Berenson happened to be a reporter for the New York Times. The
lawyer intended to draft an e-mail to her co-counsel, but instead, due to auto-complete, sent the
e-mail to the reporter. Several days later, the Times ran a front-page story revealing talks to
resolve criminal and civil investigations into Eli Lilly's marketing of the anti-psychotic drug
Zyprexa. Fearing disclosure of confidential information, Eli Lilly initially believed that federal
officials had leaked the information. However, as the company began searching for possible
internal leaks, the lazily drafted e-mail was discovered.
Auto-complete comes with the risk of other unintended consequences. In 2011, the ABA
highlighted the case of Terraphase Engineering, Inc. v. Arcadis, U.S., Inc.,9 in which the
plaintiffs were several former employees of the defendant, Arcadis, who were suing their former
employer. Using email, Plaintiffs' counsel sent numerous messages and unexecuted affidavits to
the plaintiffs. Due to auto-correct, one of the plaintiffs' attorneys mistakenly directed some of
those e-mails to his client's former Arcadis e-mail address. Arcadis had been monitoring the email accounts of several individuals who had left the company and were now suing Arcadis. Inhouse counsel reviewed the privileged communications and outside counsel allegedly used the
information to construct a counterclaim against the plaintiffs. Upon discovery that the e-mails
had been reviewed and used to supply evidence for a counterclaim, the district judge overseeing
the case issued a sweeping protective order. The court disqualified the defendant's outside law
firm from participating in the case, disqualified several in-house counsel at Arcadis from
assisting with the litigation, barred the use of any of the privileged information, and allowed the
plaintiffs to move for costs and fees. While the information was barred from being used in the
lawsuit, senders must contemplate who has access to an email before firing off an electronic
missive.
While lazy electronic communications can result in technical mistakes, like those seen in
the Charm case and in the Eli Lilly debacle, more insidious problems can occur when drafters do
not consider the adverse consequences of conveying their thoughts in a permanent medium. In
September 2004, the pharmaceutical giant Merck & Co. made the decision to pull its successful
anti-inflammatory drug Vioxx off of shelves because of a connection between the drug and
heart-attack and stroke risk.10 At the time the decision was made, Merck insisted that recent
studies showing the dangers of the drug were "unexpected." However, internal e-mails and
marketing materials turned up in the hands of the government and, eventually, the Wall Street
Journal, proving disastrous for Merck. First, in 1999, several internal e-mails showed that
employees were worried the drug would show a greater heart risk than cheaper painkillers and
discussed designing a study that would minimize any heart danger. In 2000, an e-mail from the
company's research chief explained that cardiovascular events "are clearly there" and described
the dangerous side-effects as a "shame." Comparing Vioxx to other drugs, the research chief
8
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also explained that "there is always a hazard." Those e-mails eventually contributed to a $950
million settlement between Merck and the U.S. government to resolve allegations that the
company illegally promoted Vioxx and deceived the government regarding the drug's safety.
Often, e-mails like those in the Merck case can provide the opposing party with a "smoking" gun
to prove intent and cannot be "undone" once they are sent.
Finally, another major issue with electronic communications is that because they can be
generated so quickly, they oftentimes are sent without giving the sender an appropriate amount
of time to consider potential ramifications of the message. In 2006, a young Boston attorney
named Dianna Abdala e-mailed a prospective employer, William Korman, informing him that
the job he was offering "would neither fulfill me nor support the lifestyle I am living."11 Irritated
by the jab from someone who had applied for the position, Korman responded, stating "You had
two interviews, were offered and accepted the job (indeed, you had a definite start date)."
Abdala harshly responded that "A real lawyer would have put the contract into writing and not
exercised any such reliance until he did so." After Korman informed Abdala that the legal
community was "very small" and asked if she "really want[ed] to start pissing off more
experienced lawyers at this early stage of [her] career," Abdala's short response showed her
disregard for Korman's message: "Bla bla bla." Angered, Korman forwarded the exchange to a
friend and the "bla bla bla" e-mail spread throughout the Boston legal community. The e-mail
eventually reached the Boston Globe, the International Herald Tribune, and then ABC News'
"Nightline." Suddenly, as author Jake Trapper described, Abdala was "the most famous, perhaps
notorious, 24-year-old lawyer in America."
What these horror stories demonstrate is that the dangers of lazy electronic
communications are prevalent and the damage can be catastrophic. With over 86 billion
business e-mails sent per day, worldwide, it is critical that business and employees develop
practices that will reduce the risks associated with these communication.12 The remainder of this
article discusses "best practices" when communicating electronically in an attempt to reduce the
potential for embarrassment at best and large monetary loss at worst.
A.

E-mails



Do Not "bcc." There is never -- repeat never -- a good reason to bcc a recipient.
The use of the "blind carbon copy" means that the sender does not want the
recipient to know that the bcc recipient is able to view the e-mail. However, it is
easy for a bcc recipient to fail to see that he/she was bcc'd. As a result, the risk of
a "reply all" is very likely, oftentimes embarrassing, and sometimes devastating.
Instead of using "bcc" simply forward a sent mail to the intended "bcc" recipient.
This makes an inadvertent disclosure impossible. Help keep your recipient from
looking silly.

11
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Be Careful With Auto-Complete. Auto-complete is helpful. Electronic e-mail
programs oftentimes store e-mail addresses so that the sender can look up a
recipient merely by typing a few letters in the "To:" box. This function saves the
recipients time, but can also be problematic. Issues can occur when a name is
spelled wrong or when the sender has multiple individuals with similar names.
Always make sure that the last thing you do before pressing "send" is ensure that
the correct recipients are in the "To:" box.



Use Caution When Using "Reply All." "Reply all" is a necessary function that
allows communications between more than two people. However, used
incorrectly it can be very harmful, particularly when paired with a "bcc." Train
yourself to hit "reply" by default, and use extra caution when utilizing "reply all."



Activating "Spell Check" Does Not Eliminate The Need for Proofreading.
Proofreading serves numerous functions outside of ensuring proper spelling. It
ensures that sentences are structured properly thoughts are communicated clearly
and gives the reader time to process what has been written. Spell check only
addresses incorrect spelling and, sometimes, can change words in an unintended
way. Utilize spell-check to catch obvious mistakes, but always proofread before
hitting send.

B.

All Electronic Communications



Be Clear, Be Concise. Oftentimes, problems can arise from employees
elaborating on subjects that are better off communicated orally. Unless stating a
concrete fact, keep your long opinions to in-person meetings or telephone calls.
E-mails can be used to demonstrate knowledge and intent, two elements that are
difficult to prove in litigation.



Use All Electronic Communication Sparingly. While there are benefits to
quick communications, informal exchanges of business information does not
follow the standards of good business writing. Ensure that communications that
should be formal (i.e. contractual negotiations, legal recommendations) are
communicated through a formal medium.



Feel Angry? Walk Away.
While moods are temporary, electronic
communications last forever. Avoid sending "bla bla bla" e-mails that will haunt
you for the remainder of your career by taking a break before firing off a
reactionary or emotional e-mail. A good practice is to print off an e-mail to
proofread it to give yourself the same amount of time contemplating the contents
of the message as you would have when sending a letter.



Avoid Emotional Language. Emotional language may feel good and can be
useful in getting a point across, but it can be misconstrued and is often not very
helpful. Moreover, emotional language can be a disaster in litigation, as it can be
used to show the personal intent of the sender.
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Create Company Policies To Deal With Social Media. Companies must be
prepared for their employees to discuss work topics on social media. Companies
must implement policies that either prohibit this practice or regulate its use. Any
policy must address the disclosure of confidential business information and
whether employees can use social media during work hours on electronic
equipment owned by the employer.



The New York Times Rule. The New York Times Rule is simple: Don't write
anything you would not want published on the front page of The New York
Times. The attorneys at DLA Piper and outside counsel for Eli Lilly can attest to
the accuracy of this Rule's name. The reasoning is simple: electronic
communications are permanent and easily searchable. A sender cannot possibly
know the reasons that someone may have access to these communications in the
future. Whether it be a federal investigation, a lawsuit or a divorce proceeding,
there is always the potential that electronic communications will be discoverable
and taken out of context.



Avoid Criticizing Your Employer. While this rule seems obvious, it is often
ignored. In the majority of situations, employers have access to communications
sent on their own equipment, allowing them to review nasty messages from
employees. Moreover, nasty statements regarding an employer can also be used
in litigation against that employer.



Restrict Communications To Only Essential Recipients. Any e-mail is only as
private as its least-trusted recipient. Be careful who you include on the "cc" line,
because electronic communications can be forwarded in seconds.



Finally: USE THE PHONE! Telephone conversations are often quicker, allow
for easier decision making and, importantly, involve the mutual exchange of
ideas. Further, the communications are often temporary, leaving no trace of
information that should be kept private. Finally, telephone communications
encourage the growth of relationships and are far more personal than e-mails.
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Whether it is a routine trip to the doctor, an unexpected accident, or a natural
disaster, you can rely on Acadian to provide you with the care and dignity you
deserve. We know life matters, and to us, your life matters most.

Acadian Ambulance Service
Acadian Ambulance Service began operations in 1971, in response to a sudden crisis:
communities around the country found themselves without emergency medical
transportation when new federal regulations caused funeral homes to discontinue using
their hearses for emergency transport.*
These regulations went into effect at midnight on September 1, 1971. At 12:01 a.m.,
Acadian Ambulance began its Louisiana operations with three young cofounders, two
ambulances, eight medics, and 279 square miles of Lafayette Parish to cover.
Today, the Acadian companies have nearly 4,000 employees — ranging from Nationally
Registered Emergency Medical Technicians and pilots to health, safety, and security
professional and support staff. The Acadian fleet includes over 400 ground ambulances,
helicopters, and fixed-wing aircraft operating in Louisiana, Texas, and Mississippi. We
are employee owned.
Despite our rapid and vast progress, our mission, based on our core principle of
“knowing life matters,” remains the same: to improve the lives of our patients,
customers, and employees through our
innovative spirit and diversity.

Bet the Company …. Moments of truth…
Two very different decisions based on one core principal: Knowing Life
Matters….
I.

Day of reckoning….August 29, 2005

On Friday, August 26, 2005 Hurricane Katrina began to strengthen to a Category 5
hurricane over the warm Gulf water, eventually weakening before making its second
landfall as a Category 3 hurricane on the morning of Monday, August 29 in southeast
Louisiana. It caused severe destruction along the Gulf coast from central Florida to
Texas, much of it due to the storm surge. However, the most significant number of
deaths occurred in New Orleans, Louisiana, which flooded as the levee system
catastrophically failed, in many cases hours after the storm had moved inland.
Eventually, 80% of the city and large tracts of neighboring parishes became flooded,
and the floodwaters lingered for weeks.
We began hearing of people being trapped in the their homes, on rooftops, in hospitals,
the Superdome….. We had not received our “orders” from the State or Feds and were
getting antsy about what we should do…. It was the moment of truth….if we began to
mobilize our land and air resources, our crews, our supplies… we would be doing so

without authority, without payment…….We had to decide. Legally, we didn’t have to do
a thing until requested. Morally, we couldn’t wait. So … knowing life matters…. We
made a decision. (Show video)
II.

Whitley Lacey v. Acadian Ambulance Service, Inc.

In an instant lives would be changed forever. It’s early morning. Our crew is
transporting a young pregnant woman who has symptoms of early labor. The driver
stops at a redlight. It turns green and he accelerates. He drops a key on the
floorboard and takes his eyes off of the road to retrieve it. When he looks up there is
a large tractor trailer (Sugarcane hauler) truck in front of him. He slams his brakes
but hits the rear of the tractor trailer. The patient slides forward and her foot catches
a strap… her body tilts to the side and the crown of her head impacts the corner of a
supply cabinet. She is rushed to the local hospital where she gives birth to a healthy
baby but she is now paralyzed and has a traumatic head injury….. Acadian and its
primary insurer settle early. The excess carriers choose to try the case in a very
rural, very liberal jurisdiction ….. against a very well known local attorney….. things
do not go well. The jury renders a verdict against Acadian for $117mm. The press is
calling…..What is the response?
A. The excess carriers trying the case want to defend their defense of the
case… appeal it in the press.
B. We took a different path… we stayed true to our principal. In the case and in
the press, the lawyers didn’t know us and it showed.
Every Company, large or small, will have a “bet the company” moment, issue,
decision. We as Corporate Counsel will be looked to for guidance on the
“odds” or some sort of “risk / benefit analysis.” We will reach out to outside
counsel for their expertise. We may be panicked, flustered, agitated, short
sighted….after all, it is our company, our job, our future and that of our peers
that is on the line….. in that moment we need you to be our voice of reason, of
longevity and remind us of what our purpose is…not just as counsel but as a
company…. To counsel us… you must know us and know our core
principles… what we stand for and only then can we make the right decision
together.

Big Scary Litigation
FDCC Corporate Counsel Symposium
September 20, 2013
Introduction
For large, well-capitalized corporations with a well-managed risk management program, the
concept of “Bet the Company Litigation” is usually either a gross exaggeration or an apocalyptic
nightmare that, like the Cthulhu of HP Lovecraft novels, are such that we have evolved in a way
that we cannot even perceive their existence.
But the general counsel for large companies does face very big scary litigation that may not
threaten the Company’s existence, but could very well threaten the general counsel’s livelihood.
The accounts below are two examples of big scary litigation, which to the relief of this
correspondent, were handled such that no reorganizations or a “departure to pursue other
interests” became necessary.
Somerville Tie Plant Litigation
History of the Plant
The Somerville, Texas tie-treating plant was constructed by Ayer and Lord in 1897. The plant is
primarily used to pressurize and treat wood used for railroad ties. The Atchison Topeka & Santa
Fe Railroad (Santa Fe) absorbed the factory’s subsidiary in 1950. In 1974, the treating process
became automated when the facility was rebuilt. Thereafter, the Santa Fe Railroad sold the tie
treating plant to Koppers, Inc. in March 1995.
The Santa Fe Railroad merged with Burlington Northern in September 1995 to become
Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF). To this day, BNSF remains a significant customer to
Koppers’ Somerville plant. The plant is certified by the International Organization for
Standardization under ISO 140001. ISO certification is a voluntary process that goes beyond
required EPA and TCEQ regulations. Certification helps organizations minimize their impact on
the environment and comply with applicable laws and regulations.
Pursuant to the sale, BNSF indemnifies Koppers for any claims arising out of conduct before the
sale, and Koppers indemnifies BNSF for conduct occurring after the sale. BNSF also retained the
responsibility for remediation of historic contamination.
What is Creosote?
Creosote is a wood preservative made from coal tar pitch. It is a registered pesticide approved by
the EPA under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). As a pesticide,
certain tie plant employees are required to be licensed as certified pesticide applicators to handle
creosote. The EPA classifies creosote as “Class B-1 Probable human carcinogen.”
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Creosote is heavily regulated in Canada and the European Union, where it can be only handled
by a professional. Currently, the EPA allows creosote use for commercial purposes only.
Bases of Plaintiffs’ Claims
According to the plaintiffs as a result of inhalation exposure to coal tar creosote, coal tar, coal tar
pitch, and coal tar pitch volatiles, cancer was found in a number of tissue samples taken from
workers and others in the community, including the respiratory tract, lips and skin, lung,
pancreas, kidney, scrotum, prostate, rectum, bladder, and central nervous system. Leukemia and
lymphoma were also allegedly diagnosed.
The plaintiffs relied heavily on the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) which
had determined that creosote is “probably carcinogenic to humans.” Plaintiffs relied on the
IARC’s limited evidence that linked occupational creosote contact with subsequent tumor
formation.
“Long term contact with creosote has been associated with increased risk of contracting cancer.”
(ATSDR, Toxicological Profile for Wood Creosote, Coal Tar Creosote, Coal Tar, Coal Tar
Pitch, and Coal Tar Pitch Volatiles; September 2002).
Financing of Plaintiffs’ Claims
Financial institutions (aka “hedge funds”) such as Oxbridge Financial Group, LLC, provided
financing plaintiffs’ law firm to prosecute their lawsuits. Specifically, these institutions cater to
personal injury plaintiffs who have the potential to win hundreds of millions in damage awards.
In return for the financing, these hedge funds take a percentage of the monetary award if the
plaintiffs win the case. The “Somerville Actions” represented over $500 million in potential
damages. Oxbridge Financial Group financed a handful of these suits.
Dennis Krueger has lived in Somerville, TX all his life. He was diagnosed with malignant skin
cancer allegedly caused by prolonged exposure to creosote. Krueger sued BNSF, claiming it
failed to provide basic safety precautions to protect against creosote exposure. Krueger’s lawsuit
is financed by investors he has never met. His lawyer, Jared R. Woodfill, borrowed more than
$3.5 million from a New York hedge fund, in a deal arranged by Oxbridge Financial Group.
Woodfill signed up over 400 Somerville residents to sue BNSF for prolonged exposure to
creosote. Woodfill has stated that “[b]ut for a hedge fund, I couldn’t afford to take on a railroad.”
A Brief History of Tie Plant Litigation
In 2002, the Columbus, Mississippi wood treatment plant, Kerr-McGee, settled a class action of
9,400 claimants for $56 million. The class action stemmed from the plant’s alleged exposure of
toxic chemicals that led to cancer, birth defects, and other permanent injuries to surrounding
residents. Kerr-McGee paid over $50 million to thousands of claimants to avoid lengthy
litigation. Kerr-McGee was the first toxic tort settlement of this magnitude in North Mississippi.
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Koppers Inc. (2007) appealed a $200,000 verdict won by 12 plaintiffs who lived near its
Grenada, Mississippi tie plant and alleged personal injuries and property damage. Several
hundred similar lawsuits are on hold pending the appeal. Illinois Central Railroad Company was
dismissed from the lawsuit, and awarded costs.
In Abraham v. Union Pacific (2007), the Texas Court of Appeals affirmed summary judgment
granted to Union Pacific where 300 current or former employees alleged disease of the throat,
lungs, skin, including cancer. Plaintiffs’ expert failed to prove that plaintiffs’ exposure to
creosote met or exceeded the dose necessary to cause the disease. The Texas appeals court
agreed with Union Pacific that plaintiffs’ expert testimony was flawed and scientifically
unreliable.
Somerville Lawsuits
The Woodfill law firm, represented by Jared Woodfill of Houston, Texas, represented 400
plaintiffs in 30 Somerville tie plant lawsuits. Plaintiffs’ claimed that the Somerville plant
released chemicals into the air and water that caused abnormal amounts of cancer and birth
defects. Koppers Inc. was included as a defendant in some of the lawsuits. Of the pending
plaintiffs, 24 are Federal Employers Liability Act (FELA) lawsuits, while the remaining are nonemployees who live in the Somerville community claiming personal injury or disease from
airborne toxins. Some claims are “take home,” meaning plaintiffs are asserting they were
allegedly exposed through others who brought toxins home on their clothing.
Plaintiffs have claimed a myriad of injuries and diseases, including cancer of the colon and
stomach, birth defects, skin cancer, and various other ailments. Some claim property damage as
well.
The Texas Cancer Registry (TCR) investigated the occurrence of cancer within the Somerville
region. Studies revealed that there was no abnormality in the occurrence of cancer from 19952003. Despite this evidence, plaintiffs’ claimed a higher incidence of cancer near the plant.
(Texas Cancer Registry Studies of Somerville, studies released August 5, 2005 and July 24,
2006, available at http://www.somervillefacts.com/health-studies.html).
BNSF’s experts opined that none of the pollutants produced by the plant would cause cancer or
other diseases claimed by the non-employee plaintiffs. Plaintiffs’ claimed that pollutants became
airborne by burning creosote soaked ties in the burner at night and that these particles spread for
miles around the plant. Plaintiffs’ claimed compensatory and punitive damages.
BNSF Experience in Creosote Litigation
In 2003, BNSF avoided litigation and settled with a former employee, who had sued BNSF after
cancer disfigured his face with a singular settlement of an FELA claim. Thereafter, hundreds of
creosote lawsuits were brought arising out of the Somerville plant. BNSF obtained a favorable
verdict against plaintiffs in the 2008 case of Faust v. BNSF. In Davis v. BNSF (2009), where a
Texas district court found that BNSF was not responsible for any wrongdoing, and agreed with
BNSF that there was no scientific basis to the plaintiffs’ claims. Similarly, BNSF obtained a
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favorable verdict in Reliford v. BNSF (2009) after the Texas Court of Appeals affirmed a jury
verdict in favor of BNSF.
Other Somerville cases were dismissed by the plaintiffs with prejudice on the eve of trial or as a
result of the 52 summary judgment orders entered by various courts. By 2013, all cases were
dismissed or non-suited due to insufficient evidence or voluntarily withdrawal by the plaintiffs.
(Cassie Smith, Judge dismisses Somerville suits, THE EAGLE, Dec. 3, 2010).
Plaintiffs’ counsel, Jared Woodfill, is being sued for $29 million in unpaid loans borrowed from
hedge funds to finance his unsuccessful litigation against BNSF.
Consistent Approach in Successful Litigation
This was an expensive, intensive, and expert heavy set of cases. BNSF took the “this plaintiff,
this case” approach. We demonstrated that the Somerville plant met and exceeded the applicable
standards, and the state of the art. BNSF litigators discredited unreliable plaintiff experts and
methodologies, including junk science. In addition to working with other stakeholders, BNSF
frequently used appellate counsel to assist with creosote litigation. Public relations and
government affairs efforts truly matter to mitigate media coverage and BNSF’s public image.
Train Derailment and Hazmat Release
Response and Coordination
On May 17, 2008, a train owned by BNSF derailed in Lafayette, LA, spilling 10,000 gallons of
hydrochloric acid; 3,000 people were immediately evacuated from the surrounding area. Days
after the accident, residents were allowed to return to their homes as most of the acid had been
removed. The federal courthouse opened on a Saturday to allow filing of several class actions
related to the accident.
Coordinated Team Effort
BNSF was able to successfully manage the situation and public perception because of a
coordinated team effort from multiple departments including: Corporate Relations, Resource
Protection, Operations, Engineering, Environmental/TD, Finance/Treasury, and CTEH.
CART Deployment Response
The response to a catastrophe varies depending on the nature of the catastrophe.
BNSF Evacuations (over 1000 Individuals)
Date
June 30, 1992
February 1, 1996

Location

Claimants

Superior, WI
Cajon, CA

29,576
10,075
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May 3, 2000
November 4, 2000
May 17, 2008
May 28, 2008

New Iberia, LA
Scotts Bluff, NE
Lafayette, LA
Omaha, NE
(3,000+ evacuated)

7,237
4,459
3,579
113

Identifying Potential Claimants
A critical part of this process was to secure police/fire department evacuation maps and
incorporate them with the Claims Department map. Evacuation zones were identified. A valid
driver’s license, military card ID, or proofs of residence (e.g. utility bill, apartment lease) are all
valid forms to identify potential claimants.
Use of Video Camera & Video Interview
Implementing video surveillance/interview diminished fraudulent claims, and minimized the
likelihood of a claimant attempting to break a release.
Newspaper Ad and Communications Plan
Candid and forthright responses from BNSF allowed BNSF to effectively handle claims.
Additionally, newspaper ads kept the public informed and promoted positive public relations.
Early communication of the existence of the emergency and BNSF’s commitment to determine
its cause and remedy any inconvenience was important.
Litigation Response
Literally dozens of purported class actions were filed in the wake of this derailment and
evacuation. As a result of the coordinated effort to remedy the situation, communicate with all
effected stakeholders and promptly resolve claims, there simply wasn’t enough “numerosity” to
support a class action. Most of the claims had been resolved outside of the court process.
Conclusions
Any catastrophe or large claim requires decisive action. If a company is at fault, remediation and
accountability actually minimizes the volume and magnitude of claims, instead of fostering
litigation. Conversely, when “junk science” is at issue, a company should be unyielding to avoid
opening the floodgates to meritless claims. A company should have a defined program in place
that is in line with its core principals, and stick with it. The financial well being and reputation
of your company are at stake.
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Still Strong
Steering a Strong Course Through Crisis

Katherine McLane
The Mach 1 Group
13024 Partridge Bend Drive
Austin, TX 78729

Still Strong
Steering a Strong Course Through Crisis
In 1997, Lance Armstrong, now our world’s most infamous cyclist and
disgraced former seven-time Tour de France winner, created the Lance Armstrong
Foundation to help those, like himself, who were affected by cancer. It is
publically known that Lance was a cancer survivor who was able to return to
cycling after recovering from testicular cancer. Since its creation, the Lance
Armstrong Foundation, a/k/a “The LIVESTRONG Foundation,” has raised more
than $500 million to assist cancer patients, survivors and caregivers. The
Foundation has helped more than 2.5 million men and women deal with issues like
insurance challenges, treatment concerns, emotional and peer support, fertility
preservation and clinical trial matching programs.
LIVESTRONG benefitted from extraordinary licensing and corporate
partnerships with companies such as Nike, Oakley, Trek, Giro, and Radio Shack,
together with personal donations by millions of supporters, including Lance
Armstrong himself. Nike alone has helped generate $100 million in revenue for
The Foundation, through its LIVESTRONG clothing line and the inception of the
yellow wristband.
In the year 2011-2012, The Foundation experienced an 11% increase in new
client intake. In 2012, The Foundation receives more than $48 million in
donations. In turn, The Foundation spent 84¢ of every dollar collected on its
mission – serving people and families affected by cancer now.
In October, 2012, the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency issued a report that made
plain Lance had misled the world about his doping activities. He subsequently
resigned any official role with The Foundation in order to protect the non-profit
from further fallout as a result of the controversy.
On January 16, 2013, after advising members of the Associated Press a few
days earlier that he was planning an announcement, Lance Armstrong appeared on
television for a candid interview with TV legend, Oprah Winfrey. Within the first
few minutes of the televised program, Lance Armstrong admitted to using
performance enhancing drugs and “blood doping” while competing on the world

cycling stage. Here is a short excerpt from the transcript of that interview:
Oprah Winfrey: Did you ever take banned substances to enhance your cycling
performance?
Lance Armstrong: "Yes."
OW: Was one of those banned substances EPO?
LA: "Yes."
OW: Did you ever blood dope or use blood transfusions to enhance your cycling
performance?
LA: "Yes."
OW: Did you ever use any other banned substances such as testosterone, cortisone
or Human Growth Hormone?
LA: "Yes."
OW: In all seven of your Tour de France victories, did you ever take banned
substances or blood dope?
LA: "Yes."
OW: Was it humanly possible to win the Tour de France without doping, seven
times?
LA: "Not in my opinion. That generation. I didn't invent the culture, but I didn't try
to stop the culture." 1
This candid admission not only threatened the future of Lance Armstrong –
since he would undoubtedly face severe sanctions and legal challenges – but also
the LIVESTRONG Foundation and its ability to perform its good work in the
future. Although no official ties remained between the charity and its founder, an
1

As reported in the Telegraph on January 18, 2013 and may be found at
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/othersports/cycling/lancearmstrong/9810801/Lance-Armstrongsinterview-with-Oprah-Winfrey-the-transcript.html

unwelcome spotlight would once more turn to The LIVESTRONG Foundation for
its reaction.
Six days before he met with Oprah, Lance told former foundation colleagues
what he planned to do. The executive team, staff and members of the board had
literally just six days to prepare for a disaster, six days to agree on how to deal with
the fallout, six days to determine how to positively respond, and, ultimately, six
days to decide how to survive the public reaction that was certain to follow.
Katherine McLane led the LIVESTRONG Foundation’s public response
efforts. She will describe for us how The Foundation planned and implemented its
strategy.
This presentation will be more than a recital of familiar historical events.
Katherine McLane will explain the principles she and her colleagues employed to
avert a tragedy. For example, The Foundation did not hide from the media. It not
only addressed the press with enthusiasm for the future, it also undertook to launch
a new fund-raising campaign!
Most importantly for our audience, Katherine will explain how all of this
work – six days in which to come-up with a survival plan – was accomplished
without the assistance of lawyers. She will explain why most attorneys –
especially defense lawyers – are often too conservative in their approach. Their
caution often prevents their clients from getting ahead of the story. “No comment”
is not an acceptable response in this electronic age, where there is an immediate
reaction on-line in “Tweets” and “Blogs.”
Katherine will compare and contrast her experience in those six days with
the practices during her time as one of California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger’s key press and communications aides. She will also shed light
on her work as press secretary for the U.S. Department of Education under
Secretary Margaret Spellings, including her efforts to promote President Bush’s
signature bi-partisan education law, No Child Left Behind, when most press
materials had to be reviewed and approved by a team of government lawyers.
Lance Armstrong has resigned in disgrace, but Livestrong survives with a
new buzzword, “StillStrong,” and with renewed hope that it can continue to
expand its service to the 14 million Americans living with cancer.

